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AB STRACT

THE GRAVITY FIELD AND PLATE BOUNDARIES
IN VENEZUELA

by

R. Allin Folinsbee

Submitted to the Joint Oceanography Committee in the Earth
Sciences on January 14, 1972, in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Free-air and simple Bouguer anomaly maps of the Venezuelan
continental margin (from 600W to 72°W and from 7°N to l3°N)
are presented. The major features of the free-air map are:
the large lows associated with the deep sedimentary basins,
-200 mgalin the Eastern Venezuela basin and -164 mgal in the
Maracaibo basin; the high of greater than 300 mgal over the
Venezuelan Andes; and a belt of highs associated with the off-
shore islands extending from Blanquilla to Curacao and then
over the Guajira peninsula, where they terminate. TheBouguer
anomaly map shows a large low (-196 mgal) over the Eastern
Venezuela basin and relative minimums over the coastal moun-
tains. A minimum associated with the Venezuelan Andes is
shifted to the northwest of the topographic axis and lies
over the flank of the Andes and part of the Maracaibo basin.

Using the gravity data, structural sections were construc-
ted for a series of profiles across the Venezuelan Andes and
Caribbean mountains. They show that there is no light crustal
root under the Andes, the relative mass excess is as much as
600 kg/cm2, and that there is an excess of low density material
under the Maracaibo basin. This appears to be caused by a
combination of a southeastward dipping shear zone in the
Ii tho sphere under the basin-mountain boundary and a component
of compressive stress perpendicular to this zone, both of
which have resulted in the uplift of the crust under the Andes,
and downwarp under the basin. The apparent flexural rigi~ity
of the lithosphere under the Maracaibo basin is 0.6 x 102
newton-m, a normal value for lithosphere deformations of .
Miocene age.
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The Caribbean mountains' have' a light crnstal root which
has been formed bý the .sliding' of blocks of crusta 1 material
from the north over the rocks to the. south, and perhaps by the
underthrusting of oceanic crust. under the continental crust.
This underthrusting may have been a result of the formation of
a downgoing slab of lithosphere along the Venezuelan continental
margin during the late Cretaceous. The downgoing slab may have
existed until mid-Eocene time. The gravity minimum over the
Eastern Venezuela basin is due to the downwarplng of lighter
crustal material into the higher density mantle. This may be
a result of compression from the north along a north-south
direction causing plastic downbuckling of the lithosphere.
The present deformation along the northern boundary appears to
be due to differences in relative motion between the North
and South American plates.

Because the Caribbean mountains are partially isostatic-
ally compensated, while the Venezuelan Andes are above iso-
static equilibrium, this suggests that the relative motion
of the Caribbean plate with respect to the South American
plate is eastward. The compressive stress across the boundary
in the region of the Venezuelan Andes is probably greater than
the compressive stress across the Caribbean mountains.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. C. Ö. Bowin
Ti tle: Associate Scientist
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Figure 1: A geographical map of Venezuela, Colombia, and
Trinidad. The area for which gravity data åre
presented is outlined by dashed line.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Study

The concept that the Earth i s surface is divided into a

number of areas that appear to move as rigid plates has

provided a. new basis on which to interpret the la.rge scale

features of the Earth i s crust. The region of the Caribbean

and the north coast of South America is such a feature, and

includes a boundary between an oceanic plate (the Caribbean)

and a continental plate (the South American plate). This

study examines geologic. and geophysical data from the region

in an attempt to interpret the tectonic history of the area,

including the development and present dynamics of the plate

boundary.

Land and sea gravity data are compiled 'for the region

from 600W to 72°W, and 7°N to 13°N. This area includes all

of northern Venezuela, Trinidad, parts of Eastern Colombia,

and the Caribbean north of Venezuela and Trinidad (Fig. 1) ~

Principal facts for 2500 stations are used to produce free-air

and Bouguer gravity anomaly maps. The gravity data, the

results from marine surveys, and land geologic data are used

~

to determine the crustal structure in Venezuela. An analysis

is made of the different modes of crustal deformation that



Figure 2: Topography and bathymetry of the study area
(modified from the London Times Atlas, 1957).
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would give rise to ,the observed crustal structure. The

relationship hetween the different modes of deformation that,

are observed and the tectonic hÜ~toryofthe area is also

discussed .::.

Physioqraphy

The bathymetry and topography of the study area are shown

in Figure 2. The Venezuelan basin is a major depression in

the Caribbean with an average depth of 4500 meters (Edgar,

1968). It is bounded on the west by the Beata :i:idge, and on

the east by the Aves swell. The Grenada ::trough ex.tends north-

south and separates the Aves Swell from the Lesser Antilles.

A series of east-west trending ridges, trenches and islands

extends along the southern boundary of the Caribbean. These

include the Curacao ridge separated from the islands of

Curacao, Aruba, and Bonaire by the Los Roquestrench. The

Cariaco trench lies between the islands of Blanquilla and

Margarita, and the Venezuelan mainland.

On land the Caribbean mountains extend along the northern

coast of Venezuela and into Trinidad. This mountain system is

divided into two east-west striking ranges, which are separated

by a central valley. The mountains on the north are known in

Venezuela as the coast:inge, and in Trinidad as the North -:tange,

while the mountains to the south are known as the Interior



range. The Venezuelan Andes are separated from the Caribbean

mountains by the Ba-rquisimeto-.Acarigua depression. The

Venèzuelan Andes are a northèastward trending spur of the

Eastern Colombia Cordillera. The Perija range is a northward

trending spur of the Eastern Colombia Cordillera. Between

the two ranges of mountains is the Maracaibo basin, a flat

low lying area. partialiy covered ',y Lake Maracaibo.. South-

east of the Venezuelan Andes is 'the Barinas-Apure basin
.....

(Fig. 3). The Eastern Venezuela basin lies to the south of

the Caribbean moùntàins. These two basins are partially sep-

arated from :each other by the El Baul swell.

Review of Geology

In the following section the, geologic.. history of

Venezuela ~nd adjacent are,as from pre-Mesozoic to the

Holocene is summarized.

Much of what is known of the geologic history of

Venezuela prior to the late 'Mesozoic, is due to the geo-

logic mapping done as part of the Caribbean research proj ect

by members of the Department of Geology, Princeton University

(Hess and Maxwell, 1953). Most of the other geologic mapp-

ing done in Venezuela was oriented towards petroleum

exploration, and since almost all oil production in Venezuela

¡

L~'T ..
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Figure 3: A geologic map of Venezuela r (modified from tectonic
map of Venezuela, 1963).
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is from late Cretaceous or younger rocks, this has resulted

in less knowledge about older rocks.

The Guiana shield extends across Venezuela on the south-

east. It consists primarily of gneisses and gneissoid granites

of Precambrian age (Mencher et al., 1953). Like other central

cratons, it has been a relatively stable area since the Pre-

cambrian time.

North of the Orinoco river in the Eastern Venezuela basin,

several wells penetrated granite below Cretaceous, but no ages

are available for these rocks.

The Sierra Nevada formation which is a series of mica

schists, gneisses, and other crystalline metamorphic rocks,

makes up the central portion of the Andes. These rocks are

probably equivalent to the rocks of the Perija range and to

the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (Kovisars, 1971), which have

been dated as 1,400 m.y. (MacDonald and Hurley, 1969).

During much of the paleozoic, seas covered w-estern Vene-

zuela depositing the Palmarito series (observed in the Sierra

de Perija and the Andes) and possibly the sediments that were

later metamorphosed to form the El Baul phyllites. In late

Paleozoic time a geosyncline developed with the center of

deformation east of the Andes, as evidenced by the fact that
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E1Baulphyliites are- more highly metamorphosed than the

equivalent rocks in the Andes, while the Palezoic rocks in

the Perija mountains are unmetamC?rphosed (MeIicher et al., 1953).

During the early Mesozoic the La Quinta r~dbeds were

deposited in western Venezuela with the greatest thickness

aligned along the axis of the Venezuelan Andes and the Perijã

mountains (Stainforth, 1969). The deposits were intruded by

basaltic magmas during and shortly after their deposition
"

(Mencher et al., 1953).

In Trinidad more than 2000 m of serici tic sandstones and

sericitic phyllites (the Maracus formation) are found along

the axis of the North r~nge, and extend into the Paria peniri-

sula (Fig. 1) in Venezuela (Potter, 1968). The Maracus for-

mation appears to have originally consisted of siltstones and

mudstones. The ,age of the formation is uncertain, but it is

pre-upper Jurassic, and may actually be as old as Trhissic.

During the mid-Jurassic there was continued deposition of

sediments along the northern border of Venezuela: in Trinidad,

the Rio Seco and Maraval formations consisting of calcerous

phyllites with interbedded recrystallized limestone (Barr, 1963);

on the Araya peninsula (Fig. 1) the Gaumache formation (Salvador

and Stainforth, 1968); on Margarita, the Juan Griego group
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(Taylor, 1960); and of the Coast -ranges, Las 'Brisas and Las

Mercedes formations' (Bell, 1967) . According to Bell it is

probable that most qf these formations were deposited to 
the

north of their present locations, but have since been moved

south by gravity sliding and/or thrust faulting.

In western, v.enezuela there was uplift and disturbance,

but no metamorphism after the deposition of the La Quinta
.I~

formation. The uplifted ~egion was then ~ eroded to a pene-
¡ ~~

plain at the beginning of the Cretaceous.. During the early

Cretaceous the extensive sedimentation alongthe northern

border continued. The villa de Cura group of west-central

Venezuela was deposited sometime during the late Jurassic or

early Cretaceous, (Bell, 1967). At the beginning of the Cre-
~

taceous a shallow sea began to invade Venezuela from the

north depositing a series ofsc:mdstones and sandy shales

,~

known in the east as the Barranquin, EI Cantil and Chimana
!. .

formations and in the west as the Cogollo group. By the end

of the early Cretaceous (Albian) the seas had extended to a

point m~dway between the present coast and the Orinoco river

(Mencher et al ~, 1953).

In the southern part of Venezuela the deposition of

miogeosynclinal depos:its continued through the late Cretaceous.

The change in character of the sediments from the glauconitic
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clastic sediment of Albian time to the deep water limestones of

Cenomanian time is 'evidence that the. sea in this region may

have deepened at the beginning of the Cenomanian (Hedbarg,

1950). In northern Venezuela this period was marked by the

forma tion of an orogenic belt located. in the region of the

present Venezuela coastline. The belt extended from east of

the present location of the Andes, to the North range of

Trinidad. The islands of Curacao, Aruba, and Bonaire were

apparently included in this unstable zone. The geology of

these islands is reviewed by Lagaay (1969). On Aruba the base-

ment complex consists of an intensely folded series of sub-

marine lavas and tuffs, which has been intruded by quartz

diorite. The intrusion was apparently ~contemporaneous with

the deformation. The basement formation of Curacao is a thick

sequence of submarine basic lavas. The formation is overlain

by a complex. unit of Campanian-Maestrictian age, composed

primarily of chert-rich sediments. The basement complex of

Bonaire is known as the Washikemba formation. The formation

consists primarily of basic lavas interlayered with tuffs .in

the lower part and cherts in the upper part. The formation

is unconformably overlain by shallow water deposits of Upper

Campanian-Lower Maestrictian age. Isotopic age determinations

of biotite from the quartz-diorite of Aruba by the K-Ar and

Rb-Sr method yield ages of 73:t3 m.y. Quartz-diorite that
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intrude the basement complex of Curacao show whole 'rock K-Ar

ages of 72I7 m.y. (Priem,et ale ~ 1966). No age measurements
, .

have been made of the rocks of the Bonaire basic complex, but

the similarity of the rocks of the Washikemba to those of the

basement complex of Curacao indicates that these two units were

probably formed contempo~aneously (Lagaay, 1969).

During the late Cretaceou,s the Villa de Cura group-:òf.u;

central Venezuela began to move southward by submarine gravity

sliding as a result of uplift in the north, and downwarping in

the south (Bell, 1967). The movement terminated in Paleocene

time. The formation of the metamorphicsof the North range of

Trinidad and of the Coast range of Venezuela probably took

place in the late cretaceous. The degree of metamorphism

decreases from north to south. In the Caracas group (Oxburgh,

1966) the northern part is in the epidote-amphibolite facies,

while the southern part is in the greenschist facies.

At the same time as the orogenic belt was being formed

along northern Venezuela, the sea that had extended as far

south as the present location of the Orinoco river began to

retreat to the north and west (Mencher, et al., 1953). Some

volcanic activity and deformation continued into the Paleocene,

but in general the rocks are less deformed than those of the

Cretaceous. Paleocene deposition was restricted to a narrow



trough which ran fro~' the state of Falcon (Fig,. 1) 'in the

northwest, to Trinidad in the east. The uplifted area on the

north provided a source for the flysch and wildflysch dèposi ts

of the Guarico formation that filled the trough in the east

(Stainforth, 1966). During the early Eocene much ot: Venezuela

was apparently emergent. . Deposition in the Eastern Venezuela

geosyncline was confined to a zone south of the present

location of the Araya and Paria peninsulas and south of the

North range of Trinidad (Dallmus, 1965). Lower Eocene lime-

stones are present on the southern ,portion of. the island of

Margarita (Taylor, 1960).

In western Venezuela there was more extensive sedimenta-

tion. To thè northwest of the present location of the Andes

the Trcljillo formation, a series of possibly as much as 6000

meters of dark carbonaceous and micaceous sandy shales and

micaceous sandstonea,was deposited. The sediments are un-

deformed, and there is a lack of igneous materials, indicating

that this was not a: eugeosynclinal area. In the remainder

of western Venezuela the sediments are thinner, but of a

similar lithology.

The mid-Eocene orogeny was an event that affected most

of the Caribhean. Eocene volcanic rocks are present in the

Greater Antilles (Mattson and Pessango, 1971) and in the

23
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Guaj ira and possibly the Paraguana peninsulas (Fig.. I) . Layer A II

which is continuous over most of the Caribbean is a chert layer

of Eocene age. According to Mattson and Pessango, Layer A"

may have been formed by the input of large amounts of silicèous

material from the nearby volcanic centers.

The Paleocene-Lower Eocene trough south of the Coast

range was uplifted during this orogeny and the shelf to the

south was downwarped creating a new trough which swung to the

southwest and formed the Barinas basin (Fig. 3). The Maracaibo

platform was deformed by tilting and block faulting. In. .
western Venezuela the Misoa formation Was deposited conformably

on the Truij illo formation, and unconformably on Cretaceous and

lower Eocene sediments. Depositionc.ontinued at the present

location of the Andes ,through the late Eocene.

From Oligocene to Recent time the east-west trending axis

of deposition in the Eastern Venezuela geosyncline moved

progressively southward from its location in the Eocene on a

line running through Barcelona (Fig. 1),' to its location i in

the Pliocene midway between the present north coast and the

Orinoco River (Hedberg, 1950.). A series of northward dipping

thrust faults developed on the southern boundary of the Coast

range and the Interior range during the Oligocene and Miocene

(Peirson, 1965; Hedberg, 1950). The faulting and uplift on
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the northern boundåry,continued until the Pliocene.

During Oligocene and early.Miocene time a' narrow east-

west trending trough covered mQst of the state of Falcon, and

also parts of the adjoining states. The total thickness of

sediments is about 4000 meters (Wheeler, 1963).

Uplift began in the Venezuelan Andes and the Perija range

during the early Oligocene and reached its climax in Miocene-

Pliocene time . The formation of terraces in some valleys of .

the Venezuelan Andes indicate that uplift may still be occurring

(Kovisars, 1971). At the same time as the Andes were being

uplifted the Maracaibo basin was subsiding. As much as 6000

meters of post-Eocene sediments were deposi ted(Miller, et al.,

1958) .

The El Pilar fault zone (Fig. 2) extends from the Gulf,

of Cariaco, south of the Araya peninsula to the Gulf of Pa:iia,

and may extend into Trinidad. Molnar and Sykes (1969) proposed

that there ha~ been large amounts of right lateral strike-slip

motion along the fault and that the Caribbean plate is moving

eastward with respect to the South American plate at approxi-

mately 1 cm/yr. Rod (1956) estimated that there was more than

100 km of right lateral displacement along the fault. Metz

(1968) believes that the motions along the El Pilar fault are

vertical, and that the horizontal movement along this fault
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since the end of the Cretaceous is less than is km. The

evidence for this is: 1) the lower Cretaceous 'Cutacual forma-

tion outcrops on either side of the fault and since this facies
does not occur elsewhere it limits the horizontal movement

along the fault; 2) the upper Cretaceous San Antonio rocks

on both sides of the fault are of the same light colored facies;

3) the east-northeast trending belt of lower Cretaceous El

Cantil limestones appears to continue across the fault into the

metamorphic belt of the Araya~Paria peninsula.

Potter (1968), from mapping of the North range of Trinidad,

estimated that the northern block has been uplifted by as much

as 1800 meters, and feels that there is no evidence for lateral

movement.

Seismic profiles (Bassinger et al., 1971) from the Dragons

Mouth (between Trinidad and Venezuela) east to 59°W indicate a

high angle vertical break between the El Pilar block and the

sediments to the south. No gouge zone can be seen on the

seismic profiles as would be expected in a wrench fault.

The Sebastian fault (Fig. 3) extends along the north

coast of Venezuela and appears to join the northeast end of

the Bocono fault, which runs in a northeast-southwest direction

along the central valley of the Venezuelan Andes. A study of

the postglacial movement of the Bocono fault was made by
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Schubert and Sifontes (1970). Based on an examination of the

victoria and Zerpa lateral moraines they concluded that the

two sets of moraines had been offset by an average distance

o~ 66 m since the time of the deposition of the moraine, about

10,000 years ago. The sense of movement was right lateral,

with no evidence of recent vertical displacement.

Acquisition and Reduction of Gravity Data

T1e gravity data used in this studY'Ai:e obtained. from

many different sources. Land data were obtained from oil

companies operating in Venezuela and Trinidad, Cartografia

Nacional (the Venezuelan government mapping agency), and from

surveys made by the author and others using LaCoste and

Romberg geodetic gravity meters. Previously published sources

of data included measurements over the Venezuelan Andes

(Hospers and Van Wijnen, 1959), across the Coast range near

Caracas (Smith, 1957), on the islands o~ Aruba, Curacao, and
.'

Bonaire (Lagaay, 1969), and a few widely spaced measurements

in Venezuela (Woollard and Rose, 1963).

Sea data Were obtained from oil companies, the Atlanti$

II-54 cruise of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, and

from ESSA (now part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration) .
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The primary gravity base station to which the gravity

data ~e referenced is the cartografia Nacional gravity base

station, St. Innes #1, in Caracas. A description of this

station is shown in Figure 4. A gravity value of g = 978065.87

mgal was assumed for this station. Secondary base stations

were established at several other cities in Venezuela; descrip-

tions and measured gravity values for these stations are given

in Appendix I.

Since the oil company data comprised numerically the

largest portion of the land data, the reduction of these data

will be described in detail.

The gravity measurements were made by or for the explora-

tion departments of companies operating in Venezuela. Most

of the measurements were made in the time period between 1946
,J

and 1957. Several different types of gravity meters were used

in obtaining land data, but those most frequently used were

the LaCoste and Romberg exploration meter and the North Ameri-

can exploration meter. These instruments had high drift rates

and a limited range of gravity over which the meter could be

used without having to be reset. (For LaCoste and Romberg

meter #72 i drift was of the order of 0.1 mgal/hr. and the range

was 150 mgal.) The high drift rate necessitated making reoccu-

pations of base stations several times a day. The drift
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Figure 4: A description of the main base station used for
the gravity survey in Venezuela.
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COUNT RT

Venezuela
NEAREST .CITY

Caracas GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION

STATE I PROVINCE

Pto Federal
STAT 10M NAME

sta. Ines.
LAtlTUOE

10030.7'N
LONGITUDE

66°55.2'W
ELEVATION W,H.o,L STATION NO,
914.16 643 GRAVITT VALUE (gl

DESCRIPTION

In the sta InesBuilding opposite the office' of "Ferrocarril
Nacional" the building is now occupied by the National Guard.
The building is in Cano Amarillo at the west end of Avienda
Oeste 2. The station is a bronze disk set in concrete ledge.
1 disk inscribed "MOl? Cartograf:ia Gravidad Sta. Ines.

DESCRIBED BY A. Folinsbee MHy 19,' 70
POSITION CONTROL OEscaliiTlOH

M. O. P. Cartigrafia

ELEY_AT-I_OH CONTROL DESCRIPTION

Same 'as above.

DIAGRAM

!/I

'ff I~
'lj.fi ~

.~.~~g) ~~

OUh:r "'....

-
o\IIIP_S

1lAIuPA\) () ¡Orlc.G
ampero 70

Assumed Gravity Value of 978065.87

This station is known as st. Innes#l
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determined from these. reoccupations 'was app~d linearly (with

respect to time) to the measurements made between reoccupations.

For a more detailed account of methods. used in exploration

gravity surveys, see Dobrin (1960).

It was necessary to make new gravity measurements at one

or more of the stations in each oil company survey, in order

to determine the correction required to convert the relative

gravi ty values of the survey to values based on the St. Innes

base station. These new measurements were made by the author

during a trip to Venezuela in February 1970. The most serious

problem encountered in making these new measurements was

ensuring that the new measurements were made as close as possi-

ble to the same location and elevation as the measurements

made by the oil companies. Some surveys contained one or more

stations for which a description of the location was available.

For surveys with described stations the elevation differences. .
between the measureients was probably no greater than .3 meters,

even though in some cases, for example, it was not clear whether

the measurements had been made on the sidewalk or the road.

The difference corresponds to errors in gravity of I.07 mgal.

Some surveys, however, had no descriptions of locations avail-

able at all. In these cases undescribed stations were used,

but were chosen from areas having low relief and constant

gravity in order to minimize the difference between the old
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measurement and the reoccupation, and were then located. on

the ground with the aid òf Cia. Shell de Venezuela Gr series

maps. The horizontal positions of these stations could be

determined to ~50 meters, and vertical errors could be held

below :tl meter by occupying only stations in flat terrain,

causing errors in g of ~O. 3 mgal for these stations. (See

Appendix iv for a discussion of how the errors were estimated.)

A series of four stations approximately 5 km' ¡apart was located

on the Shell map and reoccupied. A plot (Fig. 5) of the

correction which was required to reduce these stations to the

St. Innes datum, versus observed gravity shows that the

maximum deviation of these four stations from their mean

is 0.2 mgal, which agrees with the estimated error.

All surveys made by the Cia. Shell de Venezuela:,were

tied to one base station in Maracaibo. The scale factor

for the Shell gravity meters was determined over a 32 mgal

calibration range south of Maracaibo. An attempt was made

to reoccupy this range but because of construction in the

last ten ,years none of the stations could be located. In

order to determine the accuracy of the Shell calibration

range, measurements were made at a series of Shell gravity

stations extending from north of Maracaibo to Merida in the
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Figure 5: The correction to convert the Shell gravity value
to a datum level based on the St. Innes #1 gravity
station: plotted versus observe9 gravity. The
circles are stations which were described and the
triangles are stations which were located from maps.
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Venezuelan Andes ~ The corrections versus observed gravity

were then plotted (Fig. 5). 'Since the corre~tions vary system-

atically with observed gravity the Shell calibration range

appears to have been in error by '0.6%; i. e., the nominal value

of g for the calibration range was 0.6% higher than the actual

value of g for the range. The error was taken into account

in-tre-reduction of the Shell data.

For the land data obtained from the other oil companies,

it was not possible to determine a scale factor correction

because of the limited amount of data. However, since these

surveys were tied to local bases for each prospect area and

the range of observed g in each survey area was usually less

than iso mgal, the errors caused by an incorrect scale factor

are probably less than i mgal-.

In the land data obtained from the various oil companies,

the quality of theelevatiön coritrol for the stations varied

from survey to survey. For the reconnaissance surveys, the

elevation control was provided by precision micro-barometers

(altimeters), while for other surveys a transit and stadia

rod were used. The internal precision of a survey was probably

better than I4 meters for' transit and stadia rod, and I8 meters

for the microaltimeter. In the case of a Mene Grande survey

in the Barinas basin the measured elevations were consistantly
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shifted by +20 metera with respect to a Cartografia Nacional

level line running, through the area . This was probably a

result of an estimated elevation being used as the take-off

point for the survey. After the 20 meter bias was removed

the elevations agreed to i2 meters. Where possible the other

surveys were checked against elevation on the topographic maps,

but no other significant biases were found. In summary, the

elevations are probably good to ilO .meters, and in most cases

are as good as is meters.

The station locations were given in coordinates North and

East with respect to various coordinate systems. The origins

and basic coordinates of each system were obtained from Coordin-

ate Systems Of Venezuela, (Venezuelan oil Scouting Agency, 1957).

A program originally designed to convert universal transverse

Mercator coordinates to latitude and longitude was modified to

convert the positions to latitude and longitude. (See program

COORD, Appendix II.) The coordinates were given to the nearest

10 meters. An estimate of the accuracy of the coordinate was

obtained by converting to latitude and longitude the coordinates

of stations whose actual location relative to a topographic

feature (i.e., a road, intersection, or stream junction) was

known. The location of the station was then plotted on a

1:100,000 scale topographic map. The indicated and actual

locations of the station were compared and from this comparison
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an estimate of iO.2 .~ error in the coordinates was obtained.

The above errors in, principal facts give rise ,to an estimated

maximum errQr of i4 mgal in the free-air anomalies and i3 mgal

in the Bouguer anomaly for the land data' collected from the oil

companies.

cartografia Nacional (C. N.) was another source of land

measurements. Twenty percent of the measurements from this

source \\Tere actually made by: C. N. along level lines, and the

remainder were originally made by oil companies in eastern

Venezuela. C. N. made gravity and elevation ties to the oil

company surveys, and recalculated the scale factors for the

~avi ty meters used in tle surveys. The estimated accuracy of

these meaSurements is il mgal. The C. N. measurements along

level lines are of high accuracy with elevation errors of .5

meters and closing errors on the gravity loops of .l mgal.

In order to fill in the gaps left in the data from oil

company and C. N. surv~ys,. a survey wa s made by the author

across the Venezuelan Andes using the LaCoste and Romberg

geodetic me"ter(G-18). The stations were located at bench

marks put in by C. N. Additional data were obtained from a

survey made by Dr. S. Biehler and the author in 1968 across the

North range in Trinidad using the LaCoste and Romberg meter,

G-153. The stations were located at bench marks. Ties were
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made to a Texaco of Ttinidad gravity survey which covered the

southern part of tae island.
. '

This'resulted in almost complete

coverage of the island.

A source of gravity data over water was offshore oil

company surveys. The regions surveyed were Lake Maracaibo,

the Gulf of Venezuela, the Gulf of Paria, and the Gulf of

Cariaco. For these surveys, depth was measured to a tenth of

a meter, and position was measured by various electronic methods

wi th a relative accuracy better than .2 km.For the surveys

of Lake Maracaibo, Gulf of Venezuela, and Gulf of Paria ties

. were made to the base stations used for these three surveys.

For the Gulf of Cariaco survey no direct tie could be made

since the location of the base station could not be determined.

A tie was made by comparing the contoured sea data with contour-

ed land data, and determining what adjustment had to be made

to the sea values so that the contour lines would match. The

tie is believed to be better than 1 mgal..

Another source of sea data was the Atlantis II-54 cruise

survey. The data were collected with a gyrostabilized vibrating

string accelerometer in December of 1969 on a cruise going from

Panama to the Virgin Islands. For a review of the data collec-

tion and reduction procedures see Bowin, et al (in preparation) .

Chain cruise 55 was an additional source of sea data.
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The tieing together of the land and th~ oìl company

offshore surveys was done with a LaCoste and Romberg geodetic

gravi ty meter, G-18. The meter readings were corrected for

earth tides and for an instrument drift of .001 mgal/day.

There was a total of 15 repeated m~asurements at 8 different

stations. The standard deviation between measurements was

0.02 mgal, with the largest diffarence being O.L mgal.

The combined data points from all sources gave a total

of 6000 stations with principal facts, but in some areas the

Fstations were separated by less than 1 km. In order to ref-

move some of the closely spaced points, the data were sorted

and abstracted to a grid spacing of 10 x 10 per degree

square. If there were more than one point in a grid square,

then the point closest to the center of the square was chosen.

A total of 2500 abstracted points was obtained.' Free-air

and Bouguer anomaly maps of the region between 75°W to 600W

and 8 ON to 14 ON were made at a contour interva i of 20 mgal.

A map of the distribution of the points is shown in Figure 6.

The gravity data were reduced in the following way. The

1930 International Gravity Formula was used to compute the

theoretical gravity.
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Figure 6: A map of the gravity data used for producing contour
maps and profiles. Each dot represents one gravity
measurement.
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42-. . 2'lheoretical gravlty = 978,049.0(1 + 0.0052884 sin ø -. 2 .0_000005~ sin 2Ø) mgal' ø = latitude

The following formula was used to. compute. the free-air

correction:

free-air correction = 0.30855 + . 000~2 cos (2Ø) h -
2

(.OOlh) x .072

h = elevation in meters

For the ..calculation of Bouguer anomalies a density of 2.67
3grams/cm was used. Complete Bouguer anomalies were not

calculated except in the case of the two profiles that cross

the Venezuelan Andes. Hospers and Van Wijnen (1959) calculated

the terrain correction for the profiles they made across the

Andes. It was not possible to directly calculate terrain

corrections, fo~ the profile made by the author with the G-18

meter across t4e Andes, because the only topographic map of

the region that was available was a scale of 1: l, 000,000.

This scale did not provide enough detail to make it possible

to calculate the contribution to the terrain correction from

Hayford zones B through F (Dobrin, 1960). However, where

possible the stations were located in areas of minimum relief,
i

and terrain corrections were estimated from the topography

shown on the 1: I, 000, 000 sheet. The terrain corrections are

as large as 25 mgal, and are probably accurate to 5 mgal.
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RESULTS

The trends of 'the free-air anomaly map (Fig. 7) are

similar to the structural trends on the geologic map. In

eastern Venezuela the anomalies trend east-west. At the

junction of the Caribbean mountains and the Venezuelan Andes,

the trend is to the southwest. There is, a trend of high .

anomalies over the Venezuelan Andes which joins the highs over

the Perija range, and a trend of low anomalies over the

Maracaibo basin which terminates at the junction of the Perij a

range and the Andes. There is a series of positive and nega-

tive gravity anomaly belts running north-south parallel to the

,

Lesser Antilles. From east to west these belts are: the

negative gravity belt running west of Tobago and north along

the Lesser Antilles to north of Cuba, the belt of highs over

the Lesser Antilles, and the belt of lows over the Aves swell.

The southern ends of this last feature can be seen on the free-
. .-".

air anomaly màp.

The belt of highS over the Aves' swell swings. to a westerly

direction and runs along the chain of offshore islands from

Blanquilla to Curacao, and then moves shoreward over the

Guajira peninsula where it terminates. The magnitude decreases



Figure 7: Free-air anomalies of
interval of 20 mgals.
A-E show the location
structural models.

the study area at a contour
The heavy lines labeled
of profiles used to compute
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at the western end. .The free..air ~nomaly over. Bonaire is

, 177 mgal, over Curacao 165 mgal, and over Aruba 60 mgal.

The bel tof highs over the Antilles swings to the south-

west and the axis of the high passes over the northern edge

of the islands of Margarita and Tortuga. Along the southern

edge of the Venezuelanbasiri there is a region of negative

free-air anomalies. There are two lows over the Gulf of

Cariaco, both of which run east-west. The inner low (-85mgal)

is centered over a deep sedimentary feature, the Cariaco basin,

and the outer low (-105 mgal) is centered over the Cariaco

trench. Over the sedimentary basin in the Gulf of Venezuela

there is a low of -83 mgal. Located over the Eastern Venezuela

basin is a prominent low, 400 km long and 180 km wide. A

low of -164 mgal is located over the southeastern edge of the

. Maracaibo basin, and there is a high of more than 300 mgal

to the southeast over the Venezuelan Andes.

The regional free-air anomaly map shown in Figure 8 is

calculated from a spherical harmonic expansion of the Earth iS

gravity field and is referenced to the international gravity

formuia. The coefficients used in the expansion were determined

from, measurements of satellite orbits by Gaposchkin and

Lambeck (1969), and contained coeficients up to the twenty-

second order. This means the the regional free-air value at
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Figure 8: Regional free-air map. Values are computed from
a satellite derived spherical harmonic expansion
of the potential field of the Earth using the
1969 SAO coefficients (Gaposchkin and Lambeck,
1969), and are referenced to the International
Gravity formula of 1930.
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a point approximately represents the average free-air anomaly

in a circle of :SOO' km radius' about the point,. 'From Figure 8

it can be seen that southern VenezUela has a regional free-air

value of about 0 mgal, while the value over the offshore

islands to the north :i.s, about -20 mgal. If the difference

between the free-air anomalies and the regional free-air

anomalies were contoured, the map would be similar to that

shown in Figure 7, except that the level of the highs over the

offshore islands would be increased by about 20 mgal.

Bouguer Anomaly Map

The most prominent feature on this map is the large

negative anomaly centered over the Eastern Venezuela' basin.

The anomaly is elongated with the major axis bearing 600 east

of north. The minimum anomaly is -199 mgal~ The low is a-

symetrical: the -20 mgal contour is located 80 km north of

the axis, and 130 km south of the axis.

Along the North range' in Trinidad there is a minimum

Bouguer anomaly of -45 mgal, compared to values of -35 mgal on

the north and south sides. Because of the sparseness of the

data over the Paria peninsula, it is not possible to determine

if the low continues to the west. Further to the west (67°W)

the Bouguer anomaly across the Coast range does, however, show
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Figure 9: Bouguer anomalies of the study area at a contour
interval of 20 mgals.
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a minimum of -60 mgal' centered over tlie highest topography.

Another low is centered over the Gulf of 'Cariaco. The

feature runs east-west, and has a minimum value of -80 mgal.

The axis of the low is.landward of the Cariaco trench. A

large low. is associated with the Maracaibo basin. The Bouguer

anomaly, decreases slowly from -:10 mgal at the northwest edge

of the basin to -160 mgal at the center of the basin. Then it

risøssharply to ..40 mgal over the venezuelan Andes . There is

no minimum in the Bouguer anomaly over the Venezuelan Andes.

Over the Barinas basïn to the southeast of the Andes, the

Bouguer anomaly decreases: to -50 mgal.

There is a gravity high centered over the El Baul swell

with a Bouguer anomaly of 20 mgal. A high o£ 48 mgal occurs

over the Pariguana peninsula. To the west of this high there

is a low of ..80 mgal in the eastern part of the Gulf of Vene-

zuela. Over the Guiana shield the Bouguer anomaly is close to

zerO. There is ahorth-éast to south-west trending high of

greater than 80 mgal offshore of the Guajira peninsula, and

further to the north over the continental slope is a low of

+20 mgal. A high is centered over the Dutch island of Aruba

and an east-west trending high runs from the island of Curacao

in the west to the island of Blanquilla in the east.
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EARTHQUAKE . FOCAL MECHANISMS.

Numerous earthquake epicenters are found in a zone about

20 km wide centered on the Bocono fault (Figs. 3 and 10).

An effort was made to determine focàl mechanisms for some of

these earthquakes, using data from WWSN stations. Only one

of the events was large enough to provide good records at WWSN

stations. This event occurred on July 19, 1965 at 0413 GMT

with a magnitude of 5.3. The epicenter was located at 9.loN,

70.5~W, at a depth of 41 km. This locates the event within

10 km of the surface trace of the Bocono fault. The short and

long period vertical seismometer records for all available

WWSN stations were examined to determine if the movement at

the sta'tion was compressional or dilational. When possible

the data from the long period seismometers ,v..re used, but for

half the stations this could not be done due to the low ampli-

tude of the signal. The results were plotted on a Schmidt

stereographic net (Fig. 10) and a focal mechanism was deter-

mined. As can be seen from Figure 10 there are almost no data

in the southwestern quadrant. The results appear to indicate

an almost vertical fault plane with strike-slip movement along

the plane. The two possible solutions are: 1) a fault plane

striking N30oE, with right lateral strike-slip movement, or
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2) a fault plane striking N600W with left lateral strike-slip

movement. Because the first solution shows a 'fault plane

approximately aligned with the Bocono fault which strikes

N40oE, it is the most probable solution.



. .

Figure 10: Earthquake epicenters in the Caribbean for the
period 1/1/61 through_17/9/68, as compiled by
u.s. Coast and Geodetic Survey. '
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Figure 11: A plot of the first moti~nsfor an earthquake
occurring in the region of the Bocono Fault in
the Venezuelan Andes. Open circles indicate
dilation and solid circles indicate compression.
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INTERPRETAT ION

A polygon method (Talwani and Ewing, 1960) for the cal-

culation of gravity due to a two dimensional structure was

used in the interpretation of the gravity data. The structure

along a profile is represented in two dimensions by a set of

polygons each of constant density. (The structure in the third

dimension is assumed to be uniform.) . The program then calcu-

lates the gravity anomaly produced by the set of polygons.

The i:hape of the crust mantle boundary was determined by an

iterative procedure such that the RMS difference between the

theoretical and the observed gravity is a minimum. (See

Appendix II for a more complete discussion of the iterative

procedure used.) Since the inverse gravity problem is non-

unique (i.e. there are an infinite number of ma~s distributions

that will give rise to a given observed gravity anomaly),

this computation procedure provides a quick method of

determining what range of models will give an acceptable fit -

to the observed gravity.
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The followin9 approximations' and assumptions will cause

the theoretical structure to differ from the actual structure.

All the models used make the assumption that there are no

lateral density variations in the upper mantle. The actual
1

structure may diverge considerably from two dimensiona li ty ,

. and the density value used for the rock layers may be incor-

rect, but :the models will still give an estimate of the

structure.

In addition to calculating the theoretical gravity assoc-

iated with a particular model, the mass in a column of material

of 1 cm2 area to a depth of 40 km, was also calculated. The

mass/cm2 of a normal column of crustal material is 11840 kg/cm2

(Emery, et al., 1970). Al though there may be a bias of the

calculated mass/cm2 away from the normal value due to an in-

correct choice of densities, changes in the calculated value

indicate the amount by which a region is out of isostatic

equilibrium. A mass variation of 10 kg/cm2 corresponds to a

change in gravi.ty of 4.2 mgal for an infinite slab.

A total of 5 profiles were constructed for the purpose

of making model studies. (See Figure 7 for location of

profiles.) These profiles were constructed in the following-
way. Each profile was defined by a straight line or several
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straight lines that~:run perpendicular to the structare and

gravity anomalies. All gravity data within a distance of

20-40 km, depending on the profile, were then projected at

right angles onto this line. A smoothed curve was then

drawn through the data points.

The densities assumed for the sediments in the pasina

were from Hospers 'and Van Wijnen (1959) and were based on

measurements of core samples and density logs run in wells

in the Maracaibo basin. The sediments were divided into two

groups, Eocene and post~Eocene. Wi thin each of these two

groups, densities were assigned on the basis of depth of

burial of the sediment. The densities varied from 2.2 gm/cm3

for shallow post-Eocene sediments to 2.65 gm/cm3 for deeply

buried Eocene sediments. A plot of density versus depth is

shown in Figure 12. A basement density of 2.7 gm/cm3and a

mantle density of 3.3 gm/cm3 were used.

Profile A

The first profile (profile A, Fig. 13) under consider-

ation runs from the northwest side of Lake Maracaibo, south~

east across the Venezuelan Andes and the Barinas basin to the

El Baul swell. ,The Bouguer anomaly at the northwestern end

of the profile is -40 mgal. It decreases toa minimum of
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Figure 12: A plot of the density vs depth for various ages of
sedimentary rocks. The heavy lines represent an
average of data from the Maricaibo Basin (Hospers
and Van Winj en, 1956), while the light lines are
taken from well logs made in Trinidad (Higgins,
1959) .
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Figure 13: Profile A
Figures 13-17 include Profiles A-E, to which the
following explanation applies. These profiles contain
gravi ty anomalies and theoretical structure sections.
The structure section which is derived from available
geologic data has been mòdified so that the observed
and calculated gravity anomalies are similar. For the
purpose of computatiòn of the theoretical gravity anom-
alies the structure is assumed to be two dimensional.
The numbers of the polygons are at the bottom of each
caption and give the general rock type and the density
of each polygon. The rocks' making up a singie polygon
are of approximately the same density, but they are
not continuous stratigraphic units, and in some cases
are not even the same age or lithology. This is
particularly applicable to the polygons that extend
across the ocean-continental boundary. The crustal
mass in kg/cm2 is calculated to a depth of 40 km.
1. Post-Eocene Sediments, 2.3 gm/cm3
2. Post-Eocene Sediments, 2.36 gm/cm3
3. Post-Eocene Sediments, 2.48 gm/cm3
4. Eocene Sediments, 2.5 gm/cm3
5. Eocene Sediments, 2.56 gm/cm3
6. Eocene Sediments, 2.64 gm/cm3
7. Basement, 2.67 gm/cm3
8. Sediments, 2.53 gm/cm3
9. Mantle, 3.3 gm/cm3
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-130 mgal over the Maracaibo baso~. Over the venèzuelan

Andes the anomaly increases sharply on the western flank to

a value of -44 mgal" 20 km east of the center of the Andes.

It decreases slowly over the east flank of the Andes and the

Barinas basin to' a value of -50mgal in the center of the

basin. It then increases toO mgal approaching the El Baul

swell.

The most interesting feature. of this' profile is that the

minimum Bouguer anomaly does not occur over the center of the

Venezuelan Andes, which indicates that the crust does not

thicken under the Andes, and that the Andes are' not isostatic-

ally compensated. The minimum is shifted 50 km to the north-

west of the center of the Andes, and is approximately coin-

cident with the axis of the greatest thickness of sediments

in the Maracaibo basin. The free-air anomaly follows the

Bouguer anomaly over the Maracaibo and Barinas basins.

However i over the Andes the free-air anòmaly increases to

+280 mgal indicating a large mass excess in this region.

The structure calculated for Profile A is seen in Figure

13. The structure to the top of the basement in the Maracaibo

basin was obtained from geologic sections of the area (Miller,

et al., 1958) and from depth-to-basement information pre-

sented on a tectonic map of North America (King, 1969).
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There were no. measurements in this region of the depth to

the mantle. The depth to the mantle at the southeastern end

of the profile was assumed to be that of a normal continental

region, 30 km (Heiskanen and Vening-Meinesz, 1958). The mantle

structure for the. remaining part of the profile was then

varied so that the observed and theoretical gravity agreed.

The shape of the model crust-mantle boundary is relatively

insensitive to changes in the assumed depth to mantle; although,

a change in this depth does result in a change in the amount

of crustal downwarp (e. g. decreasing mantle depth to 28 km

at the southeast end reduces the amount of downwarp under the

Maracaibo basin from 8 km to 7.3 km.). Changes in the crust-

mantle density contrast will affect the amount of relief in

the boundary.

The depth to the mantle is 29 km at the northeastern end

of the profile. The depth increases to approximately 38 km

at the basin axis, and then decreases to 31 km under the Andes-.

The mantle dips to a depth of 33 km beneath the Barinas basin,

and then rises to 30 km near the El Baul swell. The slope in

the model of the crust-mantle boundary under the west side of

the Andes was varied without significantly affecting the fit

of the theoretical and observed gravity. It was necessary,

however, to bring the crust- mantle boundary up to a depth of
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31 km in all the models examined.

The crustal mass/cm2 (to a depth of 40 km) relative

to the value over the El Baul swell of 11220 kg/cm2, is

-90 kg/cm2 at the northwe'st side of the Maracaibo basin

and decreases to -420 kg/cm2 over the axis of the basin.

The value rises sharply over the Venezuelan Andes to a high

of +850 kg/cm2that is coincident with the topographic high.

Over the Barinas basin there is a mass deficiency of

-140 kg/cm2.

The region for which the model showed the poorest fit

was the west flank of the Andes. 'The sharper rise in the

theoretical gravity at this point is due to the density

contrast between the light sediments of the Maracaibo basin

and the heavier basement rock of the Andes. Two reasons may

explain why the sharp rise is not seen in the observed gravity.

First, the model assumes that the sediment-basement boundary -

is two dimensional, while on the geologic map (Fig. 3) the

boundary is seen to be irregular. This has the effect of

decreasing the maximum rate of change of the gravity anomaly.

The second possibility is that the data points are too spread

out to define the region of sharp increase. The root mean

square (RMS) difference between theoretical and observed
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gravity is 4.7 mgal.

There are two major feature~ found in the ,structural

model for this profile: 1) the amount. of depression of the

crust=mantle boundary under the Maracaibo basin isapprox-

imately equal to the amount of depression of the pre-Eocene
i

basement under the basin, 2) there is no light root under

the Venezuelan Andes.

Profile B

This profile runs approximately parallel to Profile A

about 100 km to the northeast. For this profile the complete

Bouguer anomalies over the Andes were calculated using an

estimated terrain correction. The Bouguer anomaly is -75 mgal

at the northwest edge of the Maracaibo basin. It decreases

to -125 mgal over the axis of the basin and increases sharply

to -60 mgal over the west flank of the Andes. It then in-

creases more gradually to -30 mgal over 
the center of the

Andes, decreases to -60 mgal in the center of the Barinas

basin, and increases to +20 mgal over the EI Baul swell. The

free-air anomalies are similar to the Bouguer anomalies except

over the Andes where the free-air anomaly increases to +160

mgal.

The formation densities used for the model are the same

as used for Profile A. The depth to the mantle near the El
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Profile B, (see Figure 13 for an explanation).
3Post-Eocene Sediments, 2.3 gm/cm 3 .

Post-Eocene Sediments, 2.37 jm/cm
Eocene Sediments, 2.47 gm/cm
Eocene Sediments, 2.52 gm/cm3
Eocene Sediments, 2.62 gm/cm3
Basement, 2.67 gm/cm3
Sediments, 2.5 gmfcm3
Mantle, 3.3 gm/ cm3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Baul swell was assumed to be 30 km.' The structure of the

Eocene and post-Eocene sediments is taken from' Miller, et al

(1958) .

The crust-mantle boundary of the structural model starts

at a depth of 31 km at the northwestern side of the basin,

dips to a d:epth of 37 km under the axis of the basin, rises

to 33 km under the Andes, and then dips again to 34 km under

the Barinas basin. It then rises to 30 km under the El Baul

swell. All models examined showed crustal depression under

the Maracaibo basin and uplift under the Andes. The amount

of depression in the Maracaibo basin is less than that found

in Profile A; whereas, in the Barinas basin there is more

depression than is found in Profile A. The RMS difference

between theoretical and observed gravity for the model shown

is 4.0 mgal.

The crustal weight calculation shows that there is a

relative mass per unit area excess beneath the Andes of 430

kg/cm2. This mass per unit area excess is compensated by a

mass per unit area deficiency in the Maracaibo basin of 540

kg/cm2 and in the Barinas basin of -370 kg/cm2.

Profile C

This long profile extends from the Venezuelan basin in

the Caribbean, across the Curacao ridge, across the Falcon
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Figure 15: Profile C, (see Figure 13 for an explanation).
1. Water, 1.03 gm/cm3
2. Sediments, 2.2 gm/cm3
3. Sediments on land and probably mixed basalts and

sediments beneath ocean, 2.4 gm/cm3
Oceanic Basement, 2.8 gm/cm3
Continental Basement, 2.7 gm/cm3
Cretaceous Sediments, 2.5 gm/cm3
Sediments, 2.3 gm/cm3
Cretaceous Sediments, 2.6 gm/cm3
Sediments, 2.4 gmjcm3
Mantle, 3.3 gm/cm3

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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basin, through the gap between the Venezuelan Andes and the

Caribbean mountains, and across the Barinas basin to the EI

Baul swell. From an examination of the free-air anomaly map,

it can be seen that the structure in this region is farther

from two dimensionality than the structures of the other

profiles.

The free-air anomaly over the center of the Venezuelan

basin is about +15 mgal and decreases to a minimum of -110

mgal at the edge of the basin. It increases to -26 mgal over

. the Curacao ridge, decreases to -90 mgal between the island

of Curacao and Venezuela, and increases to +10 mgal at the

coastline. The gravity values over the land are Bouguer anom-

alies. The Bouguer anomaly increases to +40 mgal over the

state of Falcon and d~creases to a minimum of ~60 mgal in the

gap between the Venezuelan Andes and Caribbean mountains.

The Bouguer anomaly increases across the Barinas basin until

it reaches a value of +12 mgal at the El Baul swell.

Refraction data (Edgar, 1968) were used to provide struc-

tura 1 information in the region of the Venezuelan basin and

the Curacao ridge. The density used for the various rock

units was calculated from the seismic velocities with the use

of the Nafe-Drake tables (Talwani, et al ., 1959). Information

about the geologic structure of Falcon was obtained from
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Wheeler (1963).

The structural model shows that the gravity minimum over

the southern edge of the Venezuelan basin is only partly due

to an "edge effect". (Even if a topographic feature on the

sea floor were in perfect isostatic equilibrium, the free-air

gravity over the feature would not be constant, because the

compensating surface is farther away from the measuring point

than is the water-rock surface. The resulting variation in

the free-air gravity anomalies is termed II edge effect ".)

Under the center of the basin the relative crustal mass per

unit area is +70 kg/cm2, while at the edge of the basin this

has decreased to -170 kg/cm2 indicating that a part of the

negative free-air value is due to a deficiency of the mass

per unit area at the edge of the basin. Under the Curacao

ridge the depth to the mantle has increased to 27 km. The

free-air low of -88 mgal south of the Curacao ridge appears

to be the results of a trough filled with' low density sed-

iments. Although there is no increase in water depth over

the trough, it may be a buried northwestern extension of the

Bonaire trench. The trough may have been filled by sediments

shed from Curacao and from the Paraguana peninsula.

The depth to the mantle decreases to 25.4 km at the

Caribbean coastline. This decrease combined with a decrease
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in water depth results in a gravity high over the northern

edge of Falcon. The' relative mäss per unit area excess is

+250 kg/cm2. In the gap between the Andes and the Caribbean

mountains, the depth to the mantle increases to 33km. The

2
small relative mass per unit area excess of +50 kg/cm. indi-

ca~es that in this region the Caribbean mountains, and

possibly the Venezuelan Andes are supported by alight root

of crustal material. The depth to the mantle decreases from

the value of 34 km under the mountains to a value of 30 km

at the El Baul swell. There is a mass deficiency of -100

kg/cm2 under the northern end of the Barinas basin.

The most important features of Profi.le Care: the model

indicates a buried extension of the Bonaire trench lying

south of Curacao, the northern coast of Falcon is out of

isostatic equilibrium, and the Caribbean mountains and the

Andes appear to be in isostatic equilibrium in this region.

Profile D

This short profile runs north-south across the island of

Trinidad. The purpose of this profile was to define the

crust-mantle structure under the Coast range. It would have

been preferable to locate the profile farther to the west on

the Paria peninsula where the mountains are better developed,
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Figure 16: Profi.le D, (see Figure 13 for an explanation).
1. Water, i. 03 gm/cm3
2. Sediment, 2.55 gm/cm3
3. Metamorphic, 2.67 gm/cm3
4. Basement, 2.85 gm/cm3
5. Mantle, 3.25 gm/cm3
6. Sediment, 2.35 gm/cm3
7. Sediments and Volcanics, 2.25 gm/cm3
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and the structure is closer to being two dimensional, but

this was precluded by a lack of data in that region. The

profile was not extended south of Trinidad also because of

a lack of data in that region.

The Bouguer .anomaly is sligntly positive (+5 mgal) north

of Trinidadand decreases to -45 mgãl over the North range.

Ir increases to -35 mgal on the south edge of the North range

and then decreases continuously to less than ~100 mgal at the

southern end of the island.

The two dimensional models for this profile were con-

structed in the following way. The rock densities were

obtained from three well logs run in central and southern

Trinidad (Higgins, 1959). Figure 12 shows a summary of thi s

well log information. The density of the metamorphic rocks

of the North range was estimated as 2.67 gm/cm3, based on the

conversion of a refractive velocity (Higgins, 1959) to a

densi ty using the Na fe-Drake curves.

The following sources were used in the formulation of the

model. The Geologic map of Trinidad (Kugler, 1959) was used

for the surface structure. Ewing, et al (1957) published the

results of several refraction profiles on the continental shelf

surrounding the island~ Edgar (1968) showed an isopach map of

layers with velocity less than 4.5 km/sec. The velocity

information obtained from the refraction profiles was con-
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verted to density by ,means of the Nafe-Drake curves.

using the crustal structure as determined by the above

data, the crust-mantle boundary was then modified so that the

observed and calculated gravity agreed. The final model and

the results are shown in Figure 16. The fit between the

observed and calculated gravity was good with a RMS difference

of 4 mgal.

The crust-mantle boundary is at a depth of 28 km north

of Trinidad, dips slightly to 29 km under the North range,

and then rises sharply to 25 km alogg the southern edge of

the mountains. It then dips to the south with approximately

the same slope as the overlying sediments. At the southern

end of the profile the depth is 32 km.

The relative mass per unit area is 0 kg/cm2 at the north

end of the profile. Tt rises gradually to 300 kg/cm2 at the

southern edge of the North range. There is a high of 400

kg/cm2 under the center of the North range. The mass per

uni t area then decreases to -300 kg/cm2 over the north flank

of the Eastern Venezuela basin.

From this profile we see that the coastal mountains, at

least in the vicinity of the North range, are supported in

part by a low density root. There appears to be a rather

broad (100 km) low amplitude (200 kg/cm2) high associated

wi th the North range.
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Profile E

This profile runs almost north-south along the line

63 oW. The profile starts at Los Testigos islands. It extends

south across the mountains of' the Paria-Araya peninsula. It

then runs across the Eastern Venezuela bàsin to the Orinoco

river which marks the boundary between the Eastern Venezuela

basin and the Guiana shield. The profile extends a short

distance onto the Guiana shield.

The Bouguer anomaly over Los Testigos is about 80 mgal.

It decreases to 8 mgal 20 km nor~h of the coastline, and then

increases to 20 mgal at the coastline. In the center of the

Eastern Venezuela basin there is a low of -145 mgal. A

gradual rise occurs from -145 mgal over the basin to -10 mgal

at the Guiana shield.

The following sources were consulted to .provide quanti-~'

tative information about the crustal structure of the Eastern

Venezuela basin. The Geologic-Tectonic Map of Venezuela

(Smith, et aI, 1962) provides form lines that show the shape

of the basement surface, but they provide no absolute depth

information. Jacobsen (l96l) based on seismic reflection

surveys and well control, shows a depth to basement map for

a part of the basin. Dal'lmus(1965) has compiled a contour

map of the depth to the basement for the southern part of the
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.'

Figure 17: Profile E, (see Figure 13 for an explanation).
1. Water, 1.03 gm/cm3
2. Sediments, 2.1 gm/cm3
3. Sediments and Volcanics, 2.4 gm/ em3
4. Metamorphics and Volcanics, 2.65 gm/cm3
5. Basement, 2.7 gm/cm3
6. Sediments, 2.2 gm/cm3
7. Sediments, 2.5 gm/cm3
8. Sediments, 2.6 gm/cm3
9. Mantle, 3.3 gm/cm3
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of the basin, and also shows isopach maps for the thickness

between several formations. The Tectonic Map of North America

(King, 1969) shows a generalized 
depth to the basement for

this area. using data from these sources it was possible to

make good quantitative estimates of the shallow structure in

this area. There is a lack of information regarding the depth

to the basement in the center of the basin, but because the

densi ty contrast between the deeply buried sediments and the

basement is small, errors in estimating this depth will have

relatively little effect on the model. conversely, the

gravi ty model provides little information about the depth to

the basement in the center of the basin. Information about

the shallow structure of the shelf and slope was obtained

from Edgar (1968). The rock densities used for this profile

were the same as those determined for Profile D in Trinidad.

The final model and the results are shown in Fig. 17.

The observed and calculated gravity agree with a RMS differ-

ence of 5.5 mgal. The crust-mantle boundary 70 km north of

the coastline is at a depth of 20 km. The depth increase~ '

to 26 km at the coastline. The minimum of the Bouguer anom-

aly north of the coastline is due entirely to a tro~gb. of low

density sediments i there is no depression of the underlying

crust mantle boundary. The Coast range appears to be
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supported by a low density root, but'dne to the lack of

gravity stations across the Coast range this cónclusion is

only tentative. The crust-mantle . boundary is downwarped to

a depth of 40 km under the center of the basin. The deepest

part of the boundary is shifted 15 km north of the deepest

part of the basin (defined as greatest thickness to basement) .

The crustal thickness decreases to 30 km at the basin-shield

boundary, and appears tp increase in thickness to 33 km under

the shield; however, only a limited amount of gravity data

supports this conclusion.

The relative mass per unit area over the continental

shelf at the northern end of the profile is +290 kg/cm2. The

value decreases to +115 kg/cm2 over the Paria-Araya peninsula.

In the center of the Eastern Venezuela basin the relative mass

per unit area is ~680 kg/cm2. Over the Guiana shield the

value increases to +50 kg/cm2.

The most significant feature of this profile is the in-

crease in the depth to the mantle in the Eastern Venezuela

basin and a large mass per unit area deficiency in that basin.

Crustal Deformation

Possible causes of the crustal downwarping in the

Maracaibo basin were investigated. The causes considered
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were: 1) elastic instability of the crust or the l~thosphere,

2) plastic instability, 3) horst-graben formation, 4) flexing

of the lithosphere due to crustal. loading.

Elastic instability refers to the eventual bending of a

thin plate while it is subject to increasing compressive stress

in the plane of the plate. At low levels of stress the plate

remains flat, but as the stress is increased the plate may

assume a distorted shape. The flat shape is still an equilibrium

state, but it is an unstable equilibrium, whereas the distorted

sñape is stable. This phenomenon does not involve non-elastic

deformation, for if the stress is reduced the plate will re-

turn to its flat state. The analysis of the deformation given

in Jeffreys (1959) shows that the maximum thickness of a layer

wi th the elastic properties and strength of the Earth iS li tho-

sphere that can undergo elastic instability is less than 1 km.

This rules out elastic instability as a cause of crustal down-

warping, unless the lithosphere is made up of many separate

layers all decoupled from each other. Since this is not

observed, the lithosphere will react by failure' (faulting)

. before the stress can build up to a level high enough to cause

elastic instability.
vening Meinesz first proposed elastic instability to

explain the gravity anomalies observed in Indonesia. When
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Figure 18: Diagrammatic sections showing different types of
lithosphere deformation that would result in
crustal downwarp and/or uplift. Section a) shows
tensional forces in the lithosphere causing
fracture and the center piece floating upward.
Section b) shqws crustal loading causing doWn-
warping at the center and a small amount of up-
lifting at the sides. Section c) shows that
the compressive stress in the lithosphere acting
perpendicular to a dipping zone of weakness will
cause downwarping of the lithosphere on the left
and uplift of the lithosphere on the right. This
is the shear fracture model proposed by Gunn (1947).
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analysis showed that -this was not a possible cause,. he pro-

posed that the downbuckling of the crust was a result of

plastic buckling (a concapt thatorigiriated with Bijlaard;

see Bijlaard, 1951, for a review).

The lithosphere is assumed to be floating on the under-

lying athenosphere, and is subject to a uniaxial compression

which exceeds the elastic limit of the lithosphere. In the

zone where the elastic limit is exceeded, the lithosphere

begins to deform plasticãl'ly~änd;bo-. thicken. Because the

density of the crust is ,less than that of the mantle, the

isostatic adjustment of the crust in this zone will cause the

bottom layer of the crust to subside more than the top layer

is uplifted. This increase in length causes an increase in

the compressive stress at the top of the crust as compared

to the bottom, which results in further downbuckling of the

crust. This model has been ana lysed in detail by Heiskanen

and vening Meinesz (1958). Although this model may be able

to expiain the formation of some geosynclines, it does not

appear to fit the case of the Maracaibo basin-Venezuelan

Andes for the following reason., Plastic downbuckling leads

to the formation of a symetrical structure, whereas the

basin-mountain structure in this region is clearly asymetri-

cal, with a mass deficiency under the basin and a mass excess
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under' the southeastern part of the Andes. Plastic' downbuck-

ling may be occurring under the Eastern Venezuela basin and

this possibility will be discussed later.

In order for the Maracaibo downwarp-Andes uplift to be

due to the formation of a horst and graben, it is necessary

that the lithosphere in this region be under tensional stress.

An analysis of the horst-graben model (Appendix ill) shows

that it $S physically possible to account for the mass excess

under the Andes with this model. However, the steeply dipping

deformed beds observed on the northwest flank of the Venezuelan

Andes and the thrust faults with the rocks on the northwest

overriding those on the southwest observed on the southeast

flank, indicate that the stress regime in this region has

been compressional and not tensional.

Another possibility is that the crustal downwarping is

due to the loading of the lithosphere by a mass excess. The

model is again that of a solid lithosphere over a liquid

athenosphere. McConnell (1968) in a study of the post glacial

upwarping of Fennoscandia, concluded that the crust and upper

mantle are rigid down to, a depth of 120 km, and that they can

wi thstand stress differences of 3 x 108 dynes/cm2 over periods

of 105 years or more, which implies that the viscosity of the

lithosphere is greater than or equal to 1024 poises. The
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underlying material (120-300km) deforms by creep with a

viscosity of 1021 poises. Below a depth of 300 km the vis-

cosity pppears to increase until it reaches a high of 1025

poises below 800 km. These results indicate that the litho-

sphere can be considered to be an elastic or perhaps visco-

elastic plate floating on a liquid for disturbances with a

4period greater than 10 years.

The equation relating the equilibrium vertical displace-

ment of a horizontal plate to the

4
D ~ \71 w = P1 )

load (Jeffreys, 1959) is:

\71 4 = ,à ~ + ~ + d 2~; 2"x oy _: X Y

w = vertical displacement of plate, function
of x, y

T = thickness
E = Young's modulous
~ = Poisson's ratio = .25
P = crustal loading

where D is a parameter known as the flexural rigidity of the

plate and is defined as:

2) ET3
D =

12 (1 _()2)

If the deformed plate is overlain by a material of density /

and the density of the underlying liquid is ¡n m then an addi-

tional set of terms is introduced into the equations due to

the buoyant force of the displaced liquid, and the equation



becomes: D \7 4w + (f m - I.) . w ~ g = P
93

3 )
g = gravitational acceleration

Walcott (1970) gives an integral solution in polar coordinates

for the general case. if we restrict ourselves to variation

only in the x direction then the equation becomes:

4) d4w
D + (I m - l) . . w . g P

dx4

Solutions to this equation are of the form:

5 ) O( o(xw = eax (A cos + B sin )

where A and B are parameters that depend on the boundary

condi tions and:

6) OZ..4 =
4 . D

(1m -l)g

It is easy to show that for a line load of crL located at

x=O on an infinite plate, displacement at a point x is given by:

te-MX (sin "'j!

0( x ~ 0)'! ) w = of 0- cos ) x
2 (1m - /) -O(X ( . o(x 0( xe Sln. + cos ) x "70

Then using this equation we can integrate over any irregular

load to obtain the total deflection at any point.

Walcott (1970) examined the crustal depression caused by

various features and found that the flexural rigidity varied

from 5 x 1022N-m in the basin and range province to 1025N-m
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for thebeachesof Pleistocene' Lake Agassiz and Algonquin.

Except for the Basin and Range province (which is anomalous

due to the thin Ii tho sphere caused by higher temperature

gradients) observed flexural rigidity decreased as the age of

the feature increased (see Fig. 19). This indicates that the

lithosphere is responding non~elastically, with a viscous as

well as elastic deformation. By assuming that the lithosphere

was viscoelastic (a Maxwell body) with an elastic parameter

defining short term behavior, and a viscous parameter defining

long term behavior, Walcott obtained a curve that reproduced

the rigidity versus age dat'a.

If the equations are reformulated so that the upper layer

is considered to be a viscoelastic body, then the two

dimensional equation becomes (Nadai, 1963):

8) d
dt

r d4 + 4 0( 0 4) w + 4 0( 0 w = (1 +.Q) pL ~ ~ T dt D
where: 7' = Maxwell time constant -' 'ls

7. = Maxwell i s viscosity E

Nadai gives the solution to this equation for a line load.

Walcott (1970) shows that the deformation of a visco-

elastic slab of rigidity Dactual is similar to that of a

purely elastic slab of lower rigidity Dapparent, where the

ratio Dapparent/Dactuaidecreases monotonically as the elapsed
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time since the introduction of the load increases.

using equation 7 it is now possible to compute the

theoretical crustal deformation under the Andes and the

Maracaibo basin, assuming that the Andes are a load on the

Ii thosphere. In Figure 19 it can be seen that this curve does

not accurately predict the shape of the Maracaibo basin. In

addi tion the theoretica 1 downwarping of the cru$t under the

Venezuelan Andes is as great as under the Maracaibo basin,

which is not the case as was shown in Profiles A and B.

The following discussion provides an explanation for the

observed asymetry of the basin-mountain structure, as well

as providing a realistic mechanism for the formation of the

feature. A shear fracture model was first proposed by Gunn

(1947) as a possible explanation of mountain building (see

Fig. l8c). The upper layer is assumed to be under uniaxial

compression which resuits in failure of this layer along a

faul t of dip ø. In the absence of internal friction or pre-
existing planes of weakness ø = 450; internal friction will

make ø less than 450. Because of the lateral compression

there will be vertical forces on the fractured ends of the

plate of S sin ø cos ø, where S is the compressive force on

the end of the slab. This results in a downwarping of the

plate on the left, and an uplift of the plate on the right.
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Gunn (1947) showed that the shape of .the plates is. given by:

9) w = 2F 0( e-.,xcoso(x
(1m -/)g

F = vertical force =S sin ~ COB ~

The shape of the deformed plates is seen in Figure l8c. It

can be seen that this model predicts a crustal deformation

similar to that observed under the Venezuelan Andes-Maracaibo

basin. The basin is deepest immediately next to the moun-

tains. The sediment thickness decreases gradually on the left.

The basin terminates abrup,tly on the right against the uplifted

block that forms the mountains. The uplifted area is not

supported by a root dærectly beneath it. The support for the

mountains is provided by the compressive force acting on the

slab.

In order to confirm that 'this model provides an explana-

tion of the observ.ed deformation, an attempt was made tofi t

the curve given by equation 9 to the observed downwarp of the

Maracaibo basin along Profile A. From Figure l8c we see that

the region of greatest mass deficiency is located near the

origin. Using this criterion the origin of the fitted curve

was taken to lie a distance of 130 km on the structure section.

Then the curves defined by equation 9 were fitted to the ohser-

ved data for values of of -1 = 60, 70, 80 km. The observed and

predicted crustal structure are shown in Figure 19. From this
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Figure 19: The observed downwarp of the Maracaibo basin
and the theoretical downwarp of the basin as
predicted by Equation 8, are plotted. Three
different. values of the flexural parameter,0( -1, are used to obtain the three theoretical
curves. The dotted line shows the theoretical
downwarp of the Maracaibo basin, assuming the
Venezuelan Andes are passively resting on a
floating lithosphere. The origin of the dis-
tance scale for these comparisons was
assumed to be at a distance of 210 km along
Profile A which is the approximate location of
,the relative mass/unit area equilibrium point.
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we see that the best values of ~~lare 70 and 80 km. The curve

for ~ -1 = 70 km giyes a better fit for the ar.ea' near the

_\
break, while c( = 80 km provides a better fit for distances

further than. 80 km from the break. In the following calcula-

-,
tions an average value of á = 75 km was used. From this

-\
value 0(, the apparent flexural rigidity under the Maracaibo

basin can be determined. As can be seen from equation 6, in

order to calculate the apparent flexural rigidity, it is

necessary to know the average density of the sediments (f )

and water in the basin since the time of formation of the basin.

Geologic studies (Mencher, 1953) indicate that most of the post-

Eocene sediments are of shallow water origin, indicating that

the rate of sedimentation has been high enough to keep the basin

full of sediments. Since ~ is a time average as well as a

space average over .the sediments in the basin, f must be less

than the present average sediment density. The value of ;P

is also reduced because there is (and has been) a layer of

water over the sediments. The present sediment density of

post-Eocene rock (based on the same densities as used in the

gravi ty model) is 2.4 gm/cm3. This was reduced by o. i gm/cm3,

in order to obtain an estimate of
3

f = 2.3 gm/cm .
A mantle

density of 3.3 gm/cm3 was assumed. From equation 6 we see

that:



10 ) D = 0( -4 ('1m - / ) 'l4 .
100

0(,-1 ~ 7.5I.5 x,lOIOmeter

(1m -I) ,; II.l x 103kgjm3

g = 9. 8 meter/ sec2

Substituting these values into equation 10 yields:

D = .6I2 x 1023N~m = app~rent flexural rigidity

In order to compare these results with those of Walcott

(1970), it is necessary ~to determine an average age for the

Andes. Since the previous 'evidence indicates that uplift

started at the end of the Eocene, and has continued at least

through the Miocene, and possibly into the Holocene , an average

age for the feature is approximately 2I.5 x 107 years. In

Figure 20 we see that a lithosphere rigidity of O.6:t.2 x 1023

N-m, and an age of the feature of 2 x 107 years agrees with the

data obtained by Walcott for other features.

The compressive force necessary to cause the uplift may

also be calculated from equation 2. The vertical force is

given by:
F = (1m - I ) q

2ø(

while the horizontal compressive stress is given by:

S = F
T sin r6 cos r6
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Figure 20: Apparent rigidity vs age (moaified from Walcott,
1970) . The dotted lines show, the expected relation-
ship for various values of ~.. which is the relaxa-
tion coefficient of the lithosphere defined as
(Maxwell visco~itY)/(Young' S modulus) .
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(The value of S is almost independent of tne ~ngle' ø for

ø = 450, sin ø cos ø = ~50, ø = 350, sin ø cos ~ = .47).

Assuming a lithosphere thickness of ,100 km (McKenzie, 1967)

we have:
S = 3 x 107 Nm2

This value is approximately 1/2 that of the breaking

strength of the mantle and lithosphere, and therefore

appears reasonable.

The shape of the crust under the Andes is less well

known than the shape under the basin. The structure

sections indicate that the crust-mantle boundary under the

Andes, is located at a depth of 31 km, but the gravity data

cannot resolve the exact shape.

The maximum elevation observed in the Venezuelan Andes

is about 4000 m or 4 km which means that the total crustal

thickness in the Venezuelan Andes is 35km, and would be more

if erosion had not occurred. In the Maracaibo and Barinas

basins the thickness from the top of the basement to the

-crust-mantle boundary is 30 km. This implies that prior to

the defonnation that uplifted the Venezuelan Andes the crust

of the Andes was thicker than the crust on' ei ther side of the

Andes, or that some mode of deformation has taken place that

resul ted in thickening of the crust. The deformation observed
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in the Venezuelan Andes is primarily uplift, and subsidence

along vertical faults (Kovisars, 1971~ and Stain,forth, 1970).

Because of these difficulties it does not' appear that the shear

fracture model will predict quantitatively the deformation

under the Andes, but in a qualitative manner it does predict

the deformation. If the shear fracture model is correct, the

depth to the mantle should 'be less under the Venezuelan Andes

than under the Maracaibo basin, which is what is observed.

Under the Maracaibo basin the amount of observed downwarping

agrees with that of the model.

Tectonic History of the Caribbean-South American Region

At the beginning of the Mesozoic, North and South

America and Africa were joined together to form the continent

of Pangea. The reconstruction of Freeland and Dietz (1971)

shows an overlap of portions of Central and, South America, and

the Bahama platform and Africa. The basement rocks of YUcatan,

HonduraS-Nicaragua, and Oaxaca are pre-Mesozoic (McGill vary,

1970) indicating that these continental blocks were not in

their present locations relative to North America at the

beginning of the Triassic. The Isthmus of Panama contains

no rocks older than lower Cretaceous, and was apparently

formed after the rifting of North America from Pangea occurred.
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Freeland and Dietz (1971) feel that the Yucatan and Hon-

duras cratons were ,located in the Gulf of Mexico. This results

in a Caribbean that is completely closed. Some authors

(Weyl, 1966; and Dalmus, 1965) thought that 
the Caribbean

was an area that was originally composed of continental crust,

and had foundered at the end of the Cretaceous. Edgar, et al.

(197lb) eliminated this as a hypothesis by showing that there

had been uniform sedimentation since the Cretaceous. Edgar,

et al. (197lb) felt that the Caribbean is a relic of Mesozoic

Pacific crust that was emplaced between North and South America

during their. separation from Europe and Africa. Data from

Leg 15 of the Deep Sea Drilling Project indicate: that the

major portion of the Caribbean did not exist until the late

Cretaceous (Edgar, et al., 197la). Site 149 in the center of

the Venezuelan basin cored Coniacian (Upper Cretaceous)

sediments overlying dolerite. Site 153 at the southern end

of the Beata ridge also cored Coniacian sediments overlying

basalt. In both holes the basalt was at a level corresponding

to seismic reflector BII, which is almost continuous over the

Caribbean.

The initial rifting of North America and Africa occurred

during the late Triassic (Freeland and Dietz, 1971). North

America started to move to the northwest away from Africa and

South America.
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According to Freeland and Dietz this rifting was ac.com-

. panied by left lateral shear ëÜong 'the Norther,n boundary of

South America as the Yucatan and Honduras blocks started to

move out of the Gulf of Mexico.

Although no determination of the sense of motion is

possible from the geologic data in Venezuela, the initial

rifting of North America away from South America appears to

have been accompanied by the formation of a deep na~row

trough in northwestern Venezuela in the Mesozoic and its

infill by the redbeds of the La Quinta formation. These red-

beds appear to be thickest along the axis of the Andes and

the Perija range, (Stainforth, 1970). To the north of the

Yucatan and Honduras blocks similar events occurred; the

Triassic redbeds of the East Texas basin were deposited

(Freeland and Dietz, 1971). This is in agreement with the

concepts of Dewey and Bird (1970), who proposed that the init~

ial rifting is accompanied by crustal downwarping at the edges

of the continental blocks and the deposition of redbeds derived

from uplifted areas in the center of the rift.

The continued deposition of sediments in the middle to

late Jurassic from Trinidád to Margarita, and the lack of

comparable sediments to the south indicates that rifting

continued without interruption during this time.
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At the beginning. of the Cretaceous, South America began. '

to move away from Africa (Freeland 'and Dietz, 1971). South

and North America apparently began to move closer together,

resul ting in compression along the northern boundary. This

compression caused the downbuckling of the crust of Vene-

zuela and a shallow sea began to invade Venezuela from the

north at this time.

In late Cretaceous through Paleocene time it appears

that the rate of closure of North and South America increased.

The change in the type of deposition occurring; along the

northern boundary of South America from miogeosynclinal
"

deposits to eugeösynclinal deposits is interpreted to be

caused by the initiation of underthrusting and subduction of

the Caribbean plate under the South American plate. The con-

comitant uplift along the northern boundary was the cause of

southward submarine gravity slidæng of blocks such as the Villa

del Cura formation.. The metamorphism of the Jurassic sediments"

of the caribbean mountains probably occurred at this time.

The geologic data indicate; that by Eocene time the

North and South American plates were probably moving parallel
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to one another. The metamorphism Elnd volcanism .along the north-

ern boundary had ceased. The northern branch of the Caribbean

mountains (the Coast range) was uplifted. The uplift is

interpreted as being due to the incorporation of a portion

of the underthrusting oceanic crust into the continental

crust at the time the underthrusting ceased. The mountains

were then uplifted towards a position of isostatic equilibrium.

The gravity dataEshow that the Caribbean mountains are par-

-~ially isostatically compensated by a light root; the under-

thrusting material was the Source of this root. The uplift

on the north provided a source for the flysch deposits that

filled the Eocene basin to the south.

During the mid-Eocene orogeny the Eocene trough lying

south of the Caribbean mountains was uplifted. This apparent-

ly was a result of new compression from the north. There is

no evidence of a return to the eugeosynclinal conditions that

existed during the late Cretaceous; the uplift was due to

thrust faulting of crustal blocks from the North over the

rocks on the south. The thrust faulting and compression

caused the axis of deposition of the Eastern Venezuela basin

to move farther to the south.
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In post-Eocene time there was a continued southward

movement of the deposition axis of the basin, as well as a

southward movement along the thrust faults of the Caribbean

mountains. The continued downwarp of the Eastern Venezuelan

basin may be due to the mechanism of plastic downbuckling

proposed by Bijaard (195lì. The north-south compression along

the coastline of Venezuela has apparently existed almost

continuously from the Oligocene through the Pliocene, since

there is an almost uninterrupted sequence of sediments from

this time period deposited in the Eastern Venezuela' basin.

If the compression had ceased, the relative mass per unit

2
area deficiency of -600 kg/cm would have caused the Eastern

Venezuela basin to be uplifted.

The uplift of the Venezuelan Andes began in the Oligocene.

The large quantities of shallow water post-Eocene sediments

deposi ted in the Maracaibo basin indicate that the downwarping

of the basin occurred contemporaneously with the uplift.

This pattern of deformation appears to be best explained by

the shear fracture model of Gunn (1947). The uplift is due

to compressional forces with a component of stress perpendicular

to the axis of the Andes mountains. The compression resulted
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in failure in the lithosphere along a plane dipping between

300 to 40° to the southwest. The failure may have occurred

along a pre-existing sediment filled rift as was suggested by

Stainforth (1969) which would account for the greater increase

in the thickness of the basement (defined as rocks below the

bottom of Eocene and above the mantle) under the Andes as

compared to the basins on either side.

The shear fracture model would result in a linear topo-

graphic uplift along both flanks of the Venezuelan Andes.

From Figure 2 it can be seen that the 200 m contour line is

very straight along these flanks between the Perij a range and

the Falcon-Lara mountains. From the free-air anomaly map

(Fig. 7) it can be seen that 'the free-air minimum over the

Maracaibo basin also terminates at the Perija range and the

Falcon-Lara mountains. Profile A and B both lie between the

perija range and the Falcon-Lara mountains and both structurei .
models supported the shear fracture hypothesis. Profile C

running between the Andes and the Caribbean mountains indicated

that in this region both of these mountain ranges were supported

by light crustal roots. These facts suggest that the shear
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fracture model is only applicable at the present time to the

:iegion of the Andes between the Perij a ,range and the Falcon-

Lara mountains.

The reason the structure of the Venezuelan Andes is

different than the Caribbean mountains is because in the case

of the Caribbean mountains the compression took place across

a con,tinerital-oceanboundary and underthrusting could occur.

In the case of the Andes the compression occurred across a

boundary with continental crust on both sides. Because the

buoyancy of the continental crust prevents it from being

underthrust, the compressive stress causes failure of the

lithosphere along a pre~existing rift and the initiation of

the uplift of the Andes and the downwarping of the basin.

Present Crustal Dynamics

Molnar and Sykes (1969), in their study of the tectonics

of the Caribbean, considered North and South America to be one

plate, and the Caribbean to be another. This meant that the

rate of underthrusting of the American plate beneath the

Lesser Antilles would be approximately equal to the rate of
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right lateral strike-slip movement all?ng the Caribbean-South

American boundary. . However, studies of spreading rates and

poles of rotation in the Atlantic (Ball and Harrison, 1969;

Phillips and Luyendyk, 1970) indicated that the North and South

Atlantic had different spreading rates and poles of rotation.

Ba II and Harrison (1969) proposed a zone of separation between

the two plates slightly north of the equator. Thus the under-

thrusting of the Atlantic sea floor beneath the Lesser Antilles

is due to a faster rate of westward motion of the North Amer-

ican plate as compared with the South American plate. There is

no need to account for this underthrusting by moving the

Caribbean p).ate eastward towards South America. The earthquake

focal mechanism determined for an event occurring on the

Bocono fault showed right lateral strike-slip motion along the

fault. Molnar and Sykes .(1969) calculated the focal mechanism

of an earthquake located near Caracas and found right lateral

strike-slip motion. Schubert (1970) found that there had been

66 meters of post glacial right lateral strike-slip movement

along the Bocono fault, an average rate of movement of .6 cm/yr.

From an examination of the proposed plate boundaries in

the Caribbean (Fig. 21, modified from Molnar and Sykes, 1969),

it can be seen that if the Caribbean plate is moving eastward

with respect to South America, this will result in compression

in the region of the Venezuelan Andes and right lateral strike-
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Figure 21: Proposed plate boundaries in the Caribbean, (modi-
fied from Molnar and Sykes, 1969). The dashed
line extending across the north coast of Venezuela
marks the location of the boundary between the
Caribbean plate and the South American plate. The
dashed line to the east of Trinidad shows a possible
boundary between the North and South American plate.

..
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slip motion along the Caribbean mollntains. It appears that

from the beginning of the Oligocene through the Pliocene,

the Caribbean plate shifted east with respect to the South

American plate a distance of about 10 km., A displacement of

this magnitude would account for the observed deformation of

the Andes-Maracaibo basin. This amount of motion' is not

ruled out by the geologic data. Metz (1968) estimates that

there is a maximum of 5-10 km of right lateral movement along

the El Pilar fault. The focal mechanisms along the northern

boundary of Venezuela and the Bocono fault were determined

,for only two events. The type of movement indicated for

these two events may not be representative of the actual

motion along the boundary.

At the present time it appears that the Caribbean moun-

tains are relatively unaffected by the north-south compressive

stress across the Caribbean-South American plate boundary

while the Venezuèlan Andes are held up above isostatic

equilibrium by the compressive stress across the plate bound-

ary lying alonq the Venezuelan Andes. ~This su~gests that the

relative movement of the Caribbean plate with respect to . the

South American plate is probably eastward.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMRY

The gravity model studies showed that the crustal down-

warp under the Maracaibo basin is about 9 km; the crust was

thickest on the northwest flank of the Venezuelan Andes,

and it thinned rapidly towards the center of the Andes. This

results in a large mass excess under the center of the Andes,

and a large mass deficiency under. the Maracaibo basin.

This structure is best explained by the shear 
fracture

model of Gunn (1947). A southeast dipping 
fault exists along

the northwest edge of the Andes. As a result of lateral com-

pressive stress across the fault, the lithosphere under the

Andes has been uplifted above isostatic equilibrium, and that

under the Maracaibo basin has been depressed. The apparent

flexural rigidity of the lithosphere of 0.6 x 1023 N-m,

calculated from the shppe of the Maracaibo basin, is in

agreement with values calculated from the flexural qef9rmation

of normal lithosphere in other regions.

The compressive stress appears to be a result of an

interaction between the Caribbean and the South American

plates with the Caribbean plate having moved about lOkm

eastward with respect to the South American plate beginning

in the late Oligocene or the early Miocene time. This com-

pression has led to the formation of the Andes, and probably
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also to the formation of the Perjia range ,which appears to have

formed contemporaneously with 'the Andes. The initial failure

of the lithosphere in this region developed along a pre-exist-

ing zone of weakness marked by a rift into which large quantities

of sediment had been deposited during the Jurassic.

The northern boundary is considerably different than the

boundary in the Andes region despite the apparent topographic

continuity between the Andes and the Coast ranges. The Coast

ranges are much older than the Andes, with a date of formation

in late Cretaceous time. In response to compression from the

north, an east-west trending geosyncline was formed. During

periodic episodes the northern boundary of the geosyncline was

slibj.ect to uplift and folding, and moved by thrust faulting and

gravity sliding towards the south. The increased crustãl thick-

ness under the Coast range is interpreted as being due to

the underthrusting of oceanic crustal material beneath the

continental crust of South America, and its incorporation into

the continental crustal material when the underthrusting

ceased at the end of the Cretaceous. The uplift of the southern

part of the Caribbean mountains appears to be a result of

crustal thickening caused by the thrust faulting of rocks from

the north over the rocks on the south. The subsidence of the

Eastern Venezuela basin is perhaps caused by plastic down-

buckling of the lithosphere in response to compression from
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the north.

There must be compression from the north, 'at the present

time, since there is no evidence of uplift in the basin, des-

pi te the large mass deficiency in the region. There must also

be continuing compressive stress in the region of the Mara-

caibo basin - Venezuelan Andes; for the Andes are supported

as a result of the horizontal compressive stress and 'would

subside without this stress; whereas the Maracaibo basin would

be upli fted.

At the present time there appears to be a limited right

lateral strike-slip movement occurring on the Caribbean-

South American boundary. Since there is right lateral strike-

slip movement along both the Bocono fault and the north coast

of Venezuela, it appears that the plates in this region must

be deforming in a non-rfgìd' fashion or there must be several

smaller plates in the region, or the focal mechanism for

these two events may not be representative of the total motion-'

along these boundaries.
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APPENDIX I
Gravity Base Station Descriptions

The gravity values typed at the bottom of each station

description are the gravity values at that station referenced

to a value of g=978065. 87 mgal for station st. Innes #1

A complete listing of the principal facts for the gravity

data used in this paper is on file at the Woods Hole

oceanographic Institution. These data may be obtained from

Dr. C. O. Bowin.
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COUNT RT NEAREST ,Cirv

Venezuèla
STATE I PROVINCE

PTO Federal

Caraca s GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION

STATION NAME

Maiquetia
LATITU OE

10034.4' N
LONGITUOE

66058 . 7 i W
ELEVATION

160'
W,H.Q.I. STATION NO.

556
ellAVITT VALUE (vI

OE SCalPTION

This is Woollard Station - WA6131. In frònt of aCartographia
Plaque on the wall. The plaque is almost obscured by the candy
stand in front of it. The plaqu,e ts right outside the street
entrance to the main waiting room. The station is about 6' in
front of the plaque (I doubt this is really WA 6131, but it is
probably close). This is a wall plaque not a B.M. (W.E.a.i. 766
.is probably closer),

DESCRIBED BY A. Folinsbee ~Y~ar. · 70
POSITIOM CONTRO&. DESCRI¡arlo;.

From Woollard & Rose (1963), Internation Gravity Measurements, p115
ELEVATION CONTROL DESCRIPTION

Ibid
DIAGFIAM

~o
~~ øt~~'l-

~S~

"".l(.'(

.._\ri~'r

7~~'f~..

M""1l \,AITII'

IlOOM

pA-
~'"

S.\~~W~\I

5TP.t~T p~",~IM_

DIAGRAM BY A. Folinsbee SATMar. · 70

Observed Gravity = 978245.80 (referenced to St. Innes #1 = 978065.87)



COUNT.."

Venezuela
STATE I PROVINCE

Portugesa

NEAREST ,CITY

121

Acarigua GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION

II.ONGI TUOE69°1i.9'W

STATION NAMEAcarigua-Plaza

I EI.EVATION I W.H.C11. STATIO" NO.198.08 I 644
I.AtlTUOE

9°33.5'N
DE SCRIPTION

Bolivar

I.RAVITY VAI.UE (Ill

The station is in the town of Acarigua in front of a church
that is opposite the Plaza Bolivar (town square). It is above a
bronze plaque on the sidewalk to the left of the church door.
Plaque BM# T.l

1959

POSITION CONTROL D£SCItIi-TIOlr

EI.EVATION C:ONTROI. OESCR'I'TION

DIAGRAM

I DESCRIØED IY A+C. Folinsbee

M. O. P. - Carografia

Same as above.
-

~é l;'"="
.. ~ b/~ J

I D"l16-' 70

IV

î

,

12aJi6-70

Observed Gravity = 978097.06 (referenced to st. Innes #1 978065.87 )

c: TRt.Eí

?LP- "ZA

BoLIVAR

I DIAGRAN By A+C. Folinsbee
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COUNTRY NEA.REST .CITY .

Venezuela Guanare GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION

LAIITUO£

69°02.4'N

.STATIO.. NAME

Guanare Hotel Llanero
STATE/P"OVINC£

LONGITUDE:

69°45.1'W
ELEVATION ..,H.O'L STATION NO.

655
GRAVI TY VALUE (91

OESCRI"TION
,,1\

station is at Hotel Llanero Guanare at main entrance on
porch 8" above sidewalk.

DESCRIBED BY A. Folinsbee ~l 7-70
POSITION CONTROL OESCRIPTJOH

Approximata positiçm- taken from M. O. P. Map
ELEVATION CONTROL DESCRIPTION

None
DIAGRAM

DuiiiNG. A~EA

~o-r e. i-
LL.~e¡P

65'S

'Poi-c: '"

oQQ oeo. OQQ ,000

..'D&W"'''i:

'PAiæKIl-(;

\lA to

plAGRAN 8Y A.Folinsbee D'2'L17-70

Observed Gravity 977750.57 (referenced to st. Innes #1 = 978065.87)



COUNTRY

Venezuela
NURE$T,CITY

Barinas
STATE/PROVINCE

Barinas
LAIITUDE

8° 27.12' N
LOHGITU.DE ~ i.r

70u 3090' Vi
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GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION

STATION NAME

Mene Grande Base 3
Ei'j~'Df W,H.o.L STATION NO,

669
gRAYIT., VALUE i~i

DESCRIPTION

The station is on trail from Campo Silvestre. The trail goes
over a cattle guard + the 9 meters west of road +2.5 meters south
of the third fence post from the road. It is this station that
corresponds to Mene Grande Gravity Base 3 in Barinas.

DESCRIBED BY

ELEVATION CONTROL DESCRIPTION

S'1me

POSITION CONTROL OESCRliITIOH

From 1: 100000 Barinas To 0 sheet
A. Folinsbee

DIAGRAM

)I
.. )t
'tii
~ic

l'
11

l'
l'
)C

ii
'I
'l

" " k )C )c l( )C Ie ,. )c "'i'. .. ..x,'"

~~. '/~ ~
STIl ,,,..

1N
t
Õ E
~ .J
It /'
o
l-

peS'T

o
Ie
~
i!
ûi

l~

DIAGRAM BY A. Folinsbee DA'2-l8-l970

Observed gravity = 978085.98 (referenced to St. InIles #1 = 978065.87)



COUNTRY

Venezu.e'la
STATE.l PROVINCE

Merida
LAtiTUDE

OS035.0'N'

124

NEAREST .CITY

Merida GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION

STATION NANE

Merida Airport
LONGITUDE

7iol0.0'W
GRAVin' VALUE Ill)ELEVATION W,H.o,L STATION NO,

5000 ft. 694
OE SCRIPTION

This is Woollard station WA61S7. The station is at Merida
Airport in the main building, to the right, of the door (as you
stand in lobby) of the Airport Manager.

POSITION CONTROL DESCRI¡3TIOH

ELEVATION CONTROL OES.CRIPTION

DIAGRAM

Observed Gravity

DESCRIBED BY A. Folinsbee.. iru Feb. '70
Woollard - P a 115

Same as above.

t
o
o

r BUILD Il'Go

tl

~
cr
o
~
~ ~~II

ll 1(

2 )
~ c
-' r
¡: 0 ~ ci
'" l- II ~
¡¡ .c -rc t:

f! n'" 4
t- o

ç. 0

l
0
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-b
~
:I
II
~

:i
..
II
3
IIo
iI

II
o

liullWAY, ..
~
:t..
\J

~
t:
II
oll

o
~o
Ð.

DATE. eb 70

97S079.75 (referenced to St. Innes #1 = 97S065 .87)
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COUNTRY HE4REST .CITY

Venezuela Maracaibo GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION
STATE I PROVINC'E

Zulia STATIOH NAMI

Maracaibo~Grande Oro Airport
LATITUDE

10 ° 40. 5 ' N
LONGITUDl

7io38.3'W
ELEVATION W,H.O.I. STATION NO.

, 715
8RAVITY VALUE I Q I

OESCRIPTION

This station is at the old (abandoned) airport of Grande
De Oro in Maricaibo. It is directly above a bronze plaque in
the SW end of the traffic island to the -lft of the main
building. The plaque is inscribed Gravidaà MPA-l 1952.

DESCRIBEO BY A. Folinsbee DAT~_2l_' 70
POSITION CONTROL OESCJlIi'TION

Woollard & Rose (1963) International Gravity Measurements, p. 115
ELEVATION CONTROL DESCRIPTION

DIAGRAM

RVllW"Y'

MlhfJ eOlioli.

~o A,l

( )
PMI(IAlG lOT

STTlll

DIAGUN 8., A. Folinsbee DATl_21_' 70

Observed Gravity 978199.54 (referenced to St. Innes #1 = 978065.87)
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COUNTRY

Venezuela
NEA.REST .CITY

Maracaibo GRAVITY STATION DESCRIPTION
STATE I PROYINCE

Zulaia
LAtljUDE .
11 5.1 N

SlAT ION "'AME

D-to. Paez
LO,N()TI.DI · W

71 50.2

Sinamaica Church
ELEYATION

?
'0,140.1, STATION NO.

717
8RAYITY YALUEliil

OE SCRIPTION

station is
in front of the
Station 1738).

on road next to sidewalk (6" below sidewalk)
south end of church in Sinamaica. (Shell
Station is across street from Plaza Bolivar.

DESCIl18ED 8Y
A. Folinsbee D~i!.21 1970

POSITION CONTROL -DESCRIPTION

Shell Ma 1: 100000 No. GR132
ELEVATION CONTROL DESCRIPTION

None
DIAGRAM

"'FC.-';,

PLAZll BOLIVA~

7/~.D

. l
M ARAeA i ISO

717

51"....,11(.,.

OIAGRAM 8Y A. Fo1insbee ~~21-1970

Observed Gravity = 978210.90 (referenced to st. Innes #1 = 978065.87)
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APPENDIX II- Computer Programs

COORD

Subroutine COORD can be used to convert coordinates in

any transverse Mercator system to latitude and longitude.

The variables necessary to initialize the program are:

CMD)
CMM

PZD 1.
PZM J

XZ 1.
)lZ S

ISR -

the central meridian of coordinate systems in
degrees and minutes

the value of the latitude in degrees and
minutes at the origin of the coordinate
system

the value of the x and y coordinates of the
origin of the coordinte system

is the ratio of the coordinate system, used
if the coordinate system contains a scale
reduction factor

After initialization, the program is entered with the

argument string 'X, Y, RLONG,RLAT, ITST.

X= the value of the x coordinate in meters
Y= the value of the y coordinate in meters

ITST !: (j to read in a new set of coordinate
system parameteù?s

ITST ~ 1 to convert the point with coordinates
X, Y, to latitude and longitude

RLAT - the calculated latitude of the point
in radians

RLONG - the calculated longitude of the point
ih. radians
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1

SUSRBUT I NE Cee~D ( X;Y;~LeNG;RLAT, I TST)

IIN=105
ireuT=lQ8
IForST) 1,d/l02
ceNT I hlUE
¡TST=l ,
E2=' 676865799E~2
DTR=3. i4¡592653/180tRTO=l./DTR _
ARCRD=3600, *RTD*30! 713114
AA=63782Ö6!! 4.
AD=111132.089
A=AD/DTR
8=16216-944
C=17.20937
D=0102273
E =0.000033
Ql = 1 l) 125 ~ 523932E~10
AS;: .4 &4 8 ¡ 3 6 81 E ~ 6

ceNT I NUE
READ ( I I ~I 60 i) CMDI CMM;~ZDI PZMi I SR. XZI YZ
F a r~ r1A T ( F 1+ i O. F t:.. 3 J F 4 .l) 0 i F 6, 3, I 10, 2 F 1 0 lJ 0 )

WR I TE ( I I eUT¡607) CMD, CMM, PZC, PZM, I SRi XZ, YZ
FeRMAT(' CM~iIF4.01' DEGl1F6.3,! MIN., PZ;',F4.0,' DEG'IF6.3,' M

11 I S R;: , i I 6' , . X z:; , i F 6 ~ a i I' Y Z = t l F 6 -0 )

PZ=PZi)+PZM/60 ii
Ct"1:i CMD+CMM/60 II

RCM=CM*DTR
RPZ=PZ*DrR
IF( ISR) 5,6,5
R=FLBAT( ISR~l)/FLeAT( ÏSR)
G8 T6 7
R= l'

ceNT I NUE
ELS=A*RP¿ ~B*S i N (2. *RP~ )+C*g iN (4. *RPZ) ~D*SI N (6 .*RPZ)

1 +E*SIN(8,*RPZ)ELG=ELB*R _
RM=AD~56G, os-ces (2 l) *RPZ ) +i, 2*CBS (~, *RPZ)
RM:: RM*R*RTD

RETURN
ceNT I NUE
IFLG:;2
XP;X..Xz
YP=Y..YZ
Pi i:RPZ. YP/RMCtJNTINuE_. _ ,.
E L N:: ( A * P 1 ~ B * SIN ( 2 . * Pi) + c * s r N ( 4 , * P 1) .. 0.5 1 N ( 6 · * P 1 )

1 +E*SIN(8,*Pi))~R ~
DY=ARCRD.RISQRT ( ( 1, -E2* (S I N (Pi) ) **2) **3)
YN::ELN-Eiõ
DP,,!:: (YP"YN) IDY
Pi=Pl+DP~ .

5

6
7

102

10
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C

CC

C
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I FLG= I FLG'! L." .
IF(iFLG) 11111,110
CeNT I NUE

Pi IS NPW THE TABULAR LATITUDE

T;(1,-E2*(SIN(Pl) )**2)
C=TAN (Pl i *T**2/Ql

WE ARE NeW CAlCULAT INO G RHB _ Z FAçTeR
5G1:: (XP"c XP**3) * (T IR) *lt2/242t¿¡36946E+12) IR
DELP= ( (S81 ) **2*C/3600. ) *DTRP1=Pl-DECP. ,
Pl I S NeW T~£ TRUE LA TT I TUDE
T = ( 1....E2'*(SIN (Pi ) . ).* *2 )
RN:;AA/SQRT (T)
DELL1:: SIN (5G l/RN) ices (p i)

DELLR= ARS i N t DELL1)
RLeNG=~DELLR+RCM

RLSNG;: '!RLeNG
RLAT=Pi
RE TURN.
END

\
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APPENDIX tI- COinpu ter Programs ,continued

TALPLOT15

Tnis program calculates the gravity anomalies due~to

a two dimensional set of polygons by the method of Talwani

and Ewing (1960), and can automatically change the shape of

one of the polygons so as to make the root mean square (RMS)

difference between the observed and calculated gravity a

minimum. It stailts by reading in the values of observed

gravi ty, elevation, and location for the field points at

which the theoretical gravity is to be calculated. It then

reads in the complete set of polygons and proceeds to calculate

the theoreticai gravity at each field point. The d~pth::'õfca:rY

specified ppints of the last polygon to be read in will then

be varied so as to reduce the RMS difference between the

observed and caJ.culáted~L gravity. .For each polygon point that

is to be varied the effect of a change in the depth of that

point on the gravity observed at all the field points is

calculated. This is done by calculating the gravity attraction

of a small triangular prism of material generated by moving

the point up or down a distance of ç . The välue for )

used in this program was 0.3 km.
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gravitational attracti~n of these
wedges is comput

hI
px
z

variable
polygon point

original polygon~
boundary ~

point

Let there be a total of M field points, and a total of N

variable polygon points. For the i th fieldpoint, let the

observed gravity be g i' the theoretical gravity ti, and

the residual r i = (gi - ti). If the two prisms of material

about the jth variable polygon point result in a gravity

anoma ly at the ,th field point of a, . and if we require thati iJ
the ,th variable polygon point be moved by an amount x. suchJ J

that the value of the residual r. is reduced to zero for aiii
i, this generates the following set of equations:

aii Xl + a12x2 + + al~N ri
a2l Xl + a22x2 + + a2NxN = r2

aMNxl + aM2x2 + ... + aM~N '* rM

..
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Since in general M is greater than N, this overdetermined set

of equations must be reduced to -a set of N normal equations.

The kth normal equation is obtained by multiplying each

equation by the coeficient of ~ in that equation and summing

the results. This set of N equations is then solved and the

change of Xj is applied to the j th variable polygon point.

Because the change of gravity caused by a change in depth

of the polygon is not a linear function of the depth, it is

then necessary to calculate a new set values of theoretical

gravity, and then to calculate a new set of changes to be

applied to the variable polygon points. The number of itera-

tions required depends on how far the initial polygon deviates

from the final polygon. In practice it has been found that

RMS of the residuals does not decrease significantly after

3 or 4 iterations.

The advantage of having the ability to automaticàlly:.cvary

the shape of a polygon is that the effect of changes in the

estimated depth to a layer, or the density of that layer

can be quickly determined~ Also by changing the location

of the variable polygon points the range of polygons that

will fit an observed gravity£ield can be determined.
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PReGRAM TALPLBT 15

eUTPUT 'i ALPLeT: NôV i 511971 '
VERS I eN eF Nev 15 Ie CSRRECT sueur eN JT APE eF NEW F¡ELDPei NTs
SB THAT PLBTTING PRBGRAM tERMI~ATES CBRRECTLV
MaD aCT 14 TB CBRRECT WE i GT BUG AND TB REMBVE PUNCHING OF
MBDIFIED PeINTS. TIMER FEATURE ADDED

VERSIBN eF SEPT 28 CeRRECTED WT CALCULATiBN FeR ELEVATXBN
AND IMPLEMENTED FILTER I NG BF RES I DUALS

MBDIFIED SEPT 1411971 BY.FeLINSBEE
AND TB FILTER THE RESIPUAL BETWEEN eBSERVED AND THE8RETiCAl GRAVir,:

MeD eF JUNE 911971 C8MENsT eN peL VGBN CARDS, ceRRECT WT CALC.
MôDIFIED JUN. E 2 71 Te -U6É ELEVATieNS IN CRUSTAL WT CALCULATIBN
VERS HlN eF 5 APR I L. 1971" \.~R I rES CEH1PLETE BBUGUER eN JT APE '

LASTCHANGEFE83 71 TO REAOING OF ELEVATieN8 i
C LAST CHANGE JAN 19 71 TB REMeVE BGGA BUG

LAS T CHAN GE i REMBV E aGA SET Ta o. BUG) aN JAN 14,71 AFeL ¡ NSSEE \
TALPLBT 15 FReM TALPLBT ¡~ eN aCT 23# 1970 BV AF&lINSBEE ~THIS IS A PRBGRAM T8 Be seTH LAND ANO SEA pATA ~
ELEVATIBN MÛST FBLLBW BGÄ DAt , BEGINNING WITH A NEW CARD IN FeRMAT ~5Fl0,2 ~IFeR GSE. BN S t GMA j, j TRAcK MAGNET Ie TAPE ~

eUTPUT REPRBDUCES I NPUT AND ALBe RESUl T8 ~
Ti
T

T
T

T
, T

T
T
T

T
T

T
'r\

TIl
T

u. .
ASS I GN 9 TRACK MAG TAPE TB UN I T NUMBER 2

LAST SBOY PO I ~T I N EACH peCVGeN MUST HAVE A
WEIGH EXPECTS THE DIMENsiBN o~ X1Z, Ta B6

PÔ I NTS

9 IN ceL, 21
BE 3 ,GT. THE #BFPelv

LNe = ï SHeULO BE FeR WATER LAVER eNL Y
IF LNô= 1, THEN 2~D BBUGUER ANeMAL V ¡ S CALUL,ATED,

,REFERENCE DENèiTY ÄNO WEIGHT INPUTS REQUIRED. .
THE WE I GHT IS CACULATEO FeR THE INPUT P6LVGBNS, Z AND NeT

FeR THE MÔDIFIED pôLyGeNS

I S ~H i ) ~ 0
=1

~iR I TE JiAPE
NeL~R I TE JT APE

"

ISW(2)~0
i. 1
:i2

SETS ELEv =0
READS Í N ELEV
READS ! N ELEV

IN
IN

KM
i"!ETERS

ISW(3)~O
=1

. ISW(4)~0
= 1

pReNTS I NTERMED I ATE DATA FeR EACH pLeyGeN
NB PR I TeUT eF I NTERMED DATA

PLBT I NTERMEO I ATE DA T Á
Ne PLBT

T
T
T

T
T
T
T

T

T
T

T

I SW (5) ~o NB PLOT sF ELEVAT I eN
= 1 PLe'r ELEvA T I eN

r Sw ( 6) = 1 TB ADJUST CAST CURVE T6 FIT GRAV I TV DATA
ssw (7) UP FBR OUTPUT OUR I NG DEBUG I NO BNLY



~::-

(

(
13'4

l.

C i SW (9)= 1 TeNeT ~R i iE I ~~ERMED I ATE DATA FeR EACH peLYGaN aNTeC JT APE
C
C ssw ( 11) UP 16 NeT USES ECEVAT I eN VALUES I N THE CALCULAT ¡ 9N
C BF THEBRET I CAL GRAV I TY.. _
C IF SSW(i1) is UP THEN THE GRAVITY VALUES READ IN sHeULD
C BE CBMPlEtE BOUGUER ANaMAL i ES
C IAlTE =1 MEANS THAT THIS PBINT WI.L BE VARRIED T9 C9MPUTE A BESTFI'
C SSW(12) up T6 USE ELEVATIBN VALUES IN CRVSTAL WT ÇALcuLATieN
C THIS SHeULo BE USED WHEN THE GRAVITY ANeMALIES ARE BeUGUER ANeMALI!
C AND THU~ T~E TBP eF iHE MeDEL I S AT SEA LEVEL, A DENS I TY eF 2'
C is USED IN. AK I NG THE WT (eRRECT ¡eN .
C SSL~ ( 13) ~ 1 Te eUTPUT RESULTS eF I NPUT peL. YG9NS BEF9RE
C ALTER I NG THE VAR I ABLE_ .seUNDÁRY PÐ I NTS
C THE PBLYGBN THAT is T6 BE ,VARRIEO MUST BE THE LAST peLYGBN reef
C TH~pB i NT TO BE VARR r ED MUST NeT BE THE FIRST eR LAST PB I NT i N TH~
C PeLYGBN
C I MAX IS ~HE MAXI MUM NUMBER eFMeDELS THAT WILL BE CZLCULATED
C I MBD is THE NUMBERR SF MBOELS THAT HAVE BEEN CAlCULATED
C

,.'

0(

. ui

:i
~
w
C
.(
:E

~6GICAL 8ARí,FALSE~1
CBMMaN. FER ~ 260) J WFER (~10: i6)
D I MENS rBN LABEL (20)
DIMENSiON CBME(S)
DIMENsiBN FX(200)JFZ~~OO) ._
o I MENS I ON PDELZ ( 200) ; SSELZ t 200) J XO' 1 ) ~ X(200) i ZO ( 1 ) l Z (200),

1 BGA(200)IRESA(2QO)/TEST(2QO)1 DSU(200)
o IMENS I BN ARRAY (200;5) i SUM (200) i DWGT (200) i PCBN( 200) i SUMW (200)
o I MENS I eN RFOEL (20) , XS (20) _ .
DIMENS¡eN IALTE(150);AA(20;21),KK(5)~D(5) ~DDELZ(20)
o rMENS I eN OGGA (200)
Dr MENS I eN STSUM( 200) __

E QUI V ALE N C E ( A R RAY ( 1 J i ) i F X ( 1 ) ) I ( A R RAY ( 11 2 ) i SSE L Z ( 1 ) ) l

1 ( A RR A Y ( 1; 3 i iRE SA ( 1 ) ) ; ~ A R RAY ~ 1, 4 ) ieG G A ( i ) )
100 F6RMAT(SFS'1)

CALL i I c._. .,
De 1 K;il..200

1 FER(K)=O~
IU,HìP=Ó
SREFC=o
IREST=O
rFIRsT:iO
RSQ=1'E7õ
11"10D=0
DEL=d5
Q(2)=-DEL
D(!t)=DEL

KK( 1) ::-1
KK(3)=1
KK(5)=-i

r p~= 105
¡PUN=106

I reUT=108



N4=4-
JTAPE=2

Kr=XN=l
NSTE' THAT THE LAST peL. VGeN MUST HAVE NUMBER 99

L.=99 __
42 F8RMAT(2Fl0,2)
442 FeRMATc2Fio~212Il1

44 FeRMAT( !5,4r=10,2)
45 FBRMAT(/16H LNB =, I~J 10H RHe =,Fl0.312x,5A'+)47 F8RMAT(/35H K FX(K) FZCK) AN6MALYI T
51 FeRMAT(/' K FX(K) FZ(K) ANBMALY GAl" REF RESIDUALt
511 685 ANBMALY ~ErGHT WGr OIFF WEiGHTEST',5X, 'FILT')

RDEN5 =REFERENCE DENS t TY FeR GRA v I TY CAL.CULA T I eNS T
RwGT = REFERENCE WE I GHT FeR MASS CALCULA T I eNS ~

RHeD=DIFFERENCE DENSITY FeR MÐDEl. ADJUSTING ::RHe l.eWER)\lRH~(l)PPERTIREAD( I IN~''+46) (LABEL.(KU),KU=1,20) T1FeRMAT i 26A41. .. . T
L~RITE(ileUT~1+471 (LABEl"(KUi,KU::1,20) TFBRMAT ( 1 X, 20A'+) TI=ISW(-2i TTI
IF cIS W ( 1 ) ,EQ, 0) WRIT Ë c J TAPE.. '+ '+ 6 ) (L A B E L ( K U )J K U :: 1, 20 )De 56 K=i,80 T1IALTE(K,=ISWCK) l
IF(ISWcli.EQ,O) WRITEiJTAPE,'+19) cIALTECK)iK::1180) ~r=BRMAT (80 11' . , T
READ ~ I I N, ~2j, RDENS;~WGT;RHeD, REFX, FXI' DELFXi Mi NFER, I MAx TFBRMATc6E10.2,.110,2I3) . . i
eUrPUT RDENS, RWGT ~ RHeD, REFx, Fx I, DELFX, Mi NFER1 I MAXT:

I ~~~R~~ 1 ). EQ, 0) WRi TE i JTAPE;~27) RDENSI RWGT, RHeD~ REFX, FX i, DEbFX, M~
*, ¡¿ERe, IMÃX

IF(NFER'LT~l) Ge TeS963
BUTPUT '~FER (K) l
De 5960 K=O, NFER ; . _
WFER C K) = (NFER~K+l, ) I C NFER+1. ,

WFER ( ..K) = Wr=ER ( K)KL=-K,. . .
WR I TE C I I BUT, 42) WFER ( KL) i WFER (K)

NeTE WE HÃ VE MADE A TR Ï ANGULÄR WE! GHT I NG FUNCT I eN
ceNT I NUE
ceNT I NUE

DO 59 I=l;'M
SUM ( I ) ;: 0 .
TEST ( I ) ~O
DSU(I)=o

59 CBNTINUE
F" X (K F X N ) = F X I

FZ(KFXN)=O.O
ARRA Y C KFXN, 5);:0_

Kl=KFXN+l .
READ2001 C eGA (I) 1 I =lRM)

FôRMATC5Fl0.1)
De 620 ¡ ~11 M

C

c
c
c

.
:3 lt46

'+~7

56

'+ 19

'+27

C
5960
5963

200

135

1
1

1
T

T

T

T
T

T
T
T

T
T

T

T
T
T

T
T
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eGG A ( I )= B G A ( I ) _,
IF(BGA( I) .GE~899,) BGGA( I) ~o.i .620 CBNT I NuE _

IF(ISW(1,.EG.i) Ge Te 7004..
WRITE (JTAPEI200) (8GÀ( I) i i~ï,M)7004 ceNT I NUE _
IF (iSWCZ) .EQ,O) GS T8 7021
READ201, (FZ( I)i I~lIM)

201 FBRMATt5FIo.i) _
IF(ISW,~).EQ.l) GB T6 7005_ _
WRITE'JTA~E; 201) (Fi~I)II~l/M)

7005 CSNTINUECC? 1. ,
IF( ISW(21 .ÈQ,2) CC~lÓÕO.

Of) 7031+ Ii:l,M

FZ(I)~~FZci)/CC '"
A R RA Y C i , 5 ) = F Z ( i ) * ( - 1 00 . ~. . -. . ~ ..
IFCISW(11),E:Q,i), FZ'Í)::O.

7031+ ceNT I NUE:
7021 ceNTINUe:

De 451 K~IÜ;M
FX (K) ~FX( K~i) +DSLFX

4501 ceNT I NUE
451 CBNTINUE .

De 96 K::KFXNI M

SSEL.Z(K) ;: 0.0
96 ceNT I NUE

Dô 53JlIKF)5N~'M _,
IF(REFX~FX(J) )53/21,53

53 ceNT I NUE
21 J;:J , ,

REFeGA II BOA (J)
JREF=.J60 ceNT I NuE _
READ ( I IN; 433) LNel RHeRK, ceME

433 FSRMAT( I5IFiö'3,SA4)
WR I IE ( I ieUr, ~5) LNetR~eRKI ceME
IF( SW(l) -EQ-O) wRI EcJTAPE,433) LN6,RHBRK

RHe;;RHBRK:'RDENS
799 ceNT I NUEI=l .' _ _
801 READ 4~2 i XX, zz , i ceDE J i Al

X(J);:XX
L C I ) :I zz . _ " '

IALTE(I)::IAL
PRINT 763¿,xlI)NZeI)i¡¿eDE ;iAL

7032 FeRMAT(~XR2Fl1.313XJ2Il)
IFCISW(l).EG.ll Ge Te 7008
IFCIREST.EQ,i) G6Te ¡Ò08

WR I TE (JTAPE, ~42 ) X ( I ) J Z ( i ) i I ceDE, I AL
7008 CôNrINUE '

N=: I

I~I+l



810

811

C
C

C

C

C
C

205

300 1+

.( 3005
,;

:i

~
i: 5001c
~
~ 5006

5007
C
C

C

4101

7022
5008

7009
4-21

423

430

/ /'l -,:~,~.. j

137

IF( ICeOE-9)8õ118101301CeNT I NUE '
I F ( IRES T ,EQ l 1) G B T B 811

CALL WEIG2 (X,Z~N1FX/~isUM,RHBRK,TESTIDSU)
CBNTINUE
IF( ISW(3).EQeO) PRINT 47

FIELD PBÏNT D8 Leep

De 421 K::KFX~,jIM
SDELZ=O,

peL YGeN pe I NTS Dô Leep

De 30e4- Í =l1N
¡DUM= I..

EXXX=Xii) - FXeK)
ZEEE=Zei) .. FZ(K)
CALL CeMP
CBNTINUE . . _
IF ( ILeep. EQ.1) PDELl ~ K) =RHBD* (13. 34.SDELZ-PCBN e K) IRHe) I GBTB30QS

PDELZ (K) = i 3, 34*RHB*SDELZ
ceNT I NUE

SSELZ (K) ~~SE~Z (K) +PDE~~( K)
IF e LNB-i ) 41011500 1 ~ 4 i 0 1
8GTD =8GA (K) ..PDELl (~)
PRINT 5007;KAFX(K)~FZ(K)IPDELZ(K)IBGTD
FeRMAT( I5,~Fl0e2)

Ta WR I TECeMPLETE BaUGUER ANeMALY eN JTAPE

IF(ISW(1).EQ,1) Be Ta 7009
WR I TE ( JT~PEI 5007) KiFX ~ K), FZ i K) J PDELl (K) ,BGTO

Gel Te 7009CONT I NUE _
I F lIS W ( 3 ) . E Q . 1 ) GeT 8 7022
PR I NT l¡ 4- i KiF X ( K ) i F L ( K ) ~"p DE L Z ( K) l D S U ( K )
ce~n i NUE

ceNT I NUE
IFCISW(9).EQ,1) GB Te 7009- -
IF(ILBBP,EQ.l) G6 19 7009
IF(1SW(t),EQ.U Ge Te 7009
IFCIREST,EG.l) GBTe jõ09
WR I TEe JTAPE; 44) Ki FX ( K) J Fl ( K), PDE~Z ( K)

CeNT I NUECSNT I NUE _
IF(ISW(4),EQ.i) Ge TB 423
CALL PLeTER C PDELZl MR 8ÄR )
CiJNTINUE .
IF C (-LNe) 6Ò' 43o, 60
REFCSR = REFBGA-SSELZ ~ J)

DB 422K=~FXNI M _
SSELl (K) ~ SSELZ (K) +REFCBR

T
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1
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TI

TI
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T
r
T
T
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T
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422

c
c
c

41+22

4020

4029

1+424

4425

4423

C

4427

1+426

,.l.
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CôNT I NUE
SREFC=SREFC+REFCBR
IRES::O
RS8LD=RSQ
RSQ=O
iiESF=O

CALCULA T I NG THE RMS ERReR

De 4422 K=KFXNi M
IFe 8GÃ(K),GE.900) GeTe 4422

RESA (K) =SSELZ (K) -eGA e K)
ceNT I NLJE "
DB 4424 K=KFXN. M ,.
IFCBGACK1.GE.900) GB re 1+424
IFCNFER,LT,l) FER(K)~RESA(K) JG6TB4029
FER(K);:O
WTFE=O
KSTART~K~NFER
KEND=K~NfER . _
DB 4020 KH~KSTARTI KENO _
IFC6GACKH).GE.900. '~R.KH,LT'l .SR. KH'GT.M) Ge Te 4020
FER (K) =FER (K) +RESA C KH) *WFER (K~KH)
WTFE=WTFE+WFER (K~KH)

caNT I NUe:
FER (K) ::FER (K) IwTFE

CSNT I ~:Ui=
I RES: I RES+ i
RESF;FER' K) **2+RESF
RSQ=RESA (K) **2+ RSQ
ceNT I NUE
RESF =SQRi (RESF I I RES)
RSQ=SQ~T C RSQI I KES) "" ,_
~R I TE ( r i BUri 4425) iMBD/RSQ, I RES, RESF .
FeRMAT (2X1i I Mec=, 15';. RM5_ E8RBR= 'Fi 0, 5 4, NUMBER SF pelNT~~' 15,

* 'i FILTEREDRMS ERR6R= , "F10t'S)
IFCIMBP'GT.iMAX ) se TO 1+3~.
IF(ISW~13)aEQ'1 ,ANDe IFIRSTtEQ.O) GBTB ~39
ceNT I NUE
IFIRST::1
IFCISW(lõ).EG.1,AND.ÎM80,LE,1) GO TO 4427
IFe ISW(6) ,EQ,O ,BR. IMBD.GT~ ¡MAX ,OR~ (~RSBLD~l5) .LT,RSQ ,AND.

~(rMBD .Gi. i)))GBTS¡g8 _
BRANCHING BUT 6F MeDE~ ALTERING PART eF MPRBGRAM

ceNT I NUE
De 4426 CQ~i/MCH _
De 4426 LQQ:: 11 MCH+ 1

AA(LG/LQQ)::O
XO(l):iX(~J)
ZO(l)=Z(N)
K = JREF
MCH=O
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C Ceì-iPUr A T IeN SF D'/f)Z FeiR THE REFERENCE pa I NT"
C

7640

De 7650 Í~i..N"l " .
I F ( I A L T E ( I ) .. E Q ~ 0) GeT e 7650
SDELZ=o .
DB 7640 jOUM=l,5
I I :dDUM
ARG=X(I+¡)~X(I"l) _
EXXX=XCI+KKC I I)) -FXCK)
ZEEE=Z( I+KK( I I) )~FZ(K)+D( r i )*SIQN( ltIARG)
CALL CeMP
ceNT I NUE
MCH=MCH+l . .
RFDEL (MCH) ~¡3.3~*RHeb*SDELZ

. ceNT I NUE
FeRMAT(li.. t¿A 10Gl0~3)
KceDE= 0
IFe ISW(7),EQ,1) WRITE~ !ieUT~4701) KCBDE..K.. (RFDEL(KD)..KD;lIMCH)

T
T

T

T

T

T
T

T
T

T
T

T
T

T
T

T
T
T

T

T

T
T

T

T

T
r
T

7650
If701

C
C STfm r NG THe:eLDV ALUE8 SF PDSLZ
C

IF( ILeeP.EQ.i) G6 T8 434
De lf32 K~KFX~IJ M

432 peeN (K) =PDELZ (K)
G6 T6 43Q

434 06 435 K=KFXN.. M
435 SscLZ( K) ~SSELZ' K) ..PDE~Z (K) .
C SSELZ (~) I S New THE SUMMED VALUE eF ALL pe~ YGÐN CeNTR I BUT i eNs
C EXCEPT THÁ T ~UE eT THE, CHANGED PART eF THE MeDE~

SR~FC=SREFC-PDELl (JREF)
436 ceNTINl,E

ILfJ8P=1
I MeD: H1eo+ i

D67850 K=KFXNIM
IFC6GACK),GE,900) Ge re 7850
IF(K.EQ-JREF) Gò T6 7850
MCH=O

T

T

T

T

T
T
T

T

T

T

T
T
T

T

Ti

T

T
TI

T

T
T
T

T

CC
C FIELD peINT 08 Lee?
c

c
C CBMPUT I NG D~DZ FBR EACH CHANGEABLE PBLY pB I NT
C

D6 7830 Î=1IN-l
IF( IALTE~ I) ,EQ,Q) GB Te 7830

SDELZ=O,
De 7820 Ïi;:ï,5
ARG=X(i+i)~x(i~l) ,.
EXXX=X(I+KK(II)) -FXCK) __ .
ZEEE=Z( I+KKC I I) )wFZ(K)+D( I I )*SIGN( 1.,ARG)
IDUM::ii
CALL CeMP

7820 caNT I NuE
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- c

7860

438

C

C

C

441
C

440

140'

7830

j-1 C H = M C ~~ + 1 ..' .,...
OOELZ (MCH) ~ 13. 34 *RHBQ*SDELZ~RFDEL' MCH)
ceNT I N\JEKceDE=l .
IF(ISw(7).EQ~1) WRITE(IieUT~~701) KCBDEIKI (DDELzeKD)IKD=l/MCr

New ADD THE CBNTR I BUTI eN T6 THE N~RMAL EQUAT I eN

De 7835 ii~iiMCH
De 783~ ¡P!l,MCH __ _
AA ( I i, ¡ P ) = A A ( I I, r P) +DoEL Z ( i P ) *DDELZ ( I I )
ceNT I NUE
AA ( I I i MCH+¡ ) =AA e r i i Mc~+i ) +FER (K) *ODELZ ( I I )
ceNT I NUE
caNT I NLJE
HA VE NOW _ F Ì N I SHED SErf I NG UP THE NBRMAL EGUA T I eNS
EPS=1.E""20
INDIC=+l
NRC=20

C

C

783l¡

7835
7850
C WE

c

.~. .

NBTE THAT NRC I S THE NUMBER SF CSLUMS I N THE HATR ix AA

t'1P1=MCH+i
IF ( I sw (7) . EQ l 1) BUTPQi l N~RMAL EQUAT I eNS' J WR J TE ( I I eVTi4540

* )1(Mp11(AA(IIIJJ)/JJ=1~MP1),II=1/MCH)
FôRMAT(NGlQ.3) .
CALL S I MUl (MCH, AA, XS ;EPS, I ND I C, NRCl DETER)
IF(ISWC7).EQel) BUTPÛT DETERI (XSeIW),IW=l,MCHf
CALCUlA Tf. THE NEW VALUES BF THE peVG6N PO I NTS
~1CH= O. ....
De 7860 K=l..N
IF(IALTECK).EQ,O) GS f8 7860
MCH=MCH+i
2 C K) =Z (K) +XS (MCH) *2*OEL
IFCZeK)'LT,Q,2) Z(K)~.2
ceNT I NljE
IFCISW(7).EQ,1) BUTPU~ 'N~W PBLY paINTS,s eUTPUT,eZ(K)"K=l,N)
GB Tet 811
CBNT I NUE '.
IF( ILBep,EQ.O) Ge TO 439 _
MAK I NG THE WE lOT CALCULA T I eN FeR THE MeD I FrED POl VGBN

AA I S JUST. A GÀR8AGE ARRÀ Y_
CALL WE I 82 ~ Xi Z, N, FX.. M;AA, ¡. I AA, OWGT
De 441 K~KFXN,i t"1
IF(IREST,EQ.l) SUM(K)~STSÛM(K)
STSUM(K)~SUMCK) '_

STaR I NG THE VALUE SF SUM T8 USE I N FUTURE CALCULAT I BNW
SUM( K) =SUM C K) + (DWGT ~ K) ~Ds0 (K) IRHBRK) *RHfrD

DWGT (K) I S BE I NG USED FeR TEMPBRARY STôRAGE
aUTPUT l NELv pei v PfJ i NTS -FÎ NAL VERS ¡ eN l
WR I T E ( I Ie UT ,I 440) ( x ( K) ; Z ( K) ¡ K =.1, N )

F8RMAT(2X.l2Fl0~2)
IFcIREST.EG.i) GBTe 4641 '.
IF(ISW(l'.tQ.Q) wRITE(JTAPE..42) (X(K).lZCK)lK=lIN~l)l

4540



'* \£J R I T E ( J T Ã P E .t 4.lt2) X ( N ) ~ i ( N ) l ice D E

ceNT I NuE
PRINT 51
De 700QK=KFXN,t1
DWGT (K) =SUM (K) ~RWGT
SSSSS=SSELZ (K) -SRËFC
IFcISW(12hEG.U _,

* DWGT (K) =DWGT (K )+ARRAY (K,5) *2.67
PR I NT52, K" FX (K) iF Z e K) ~ SSSSSI SSELZe K)" RESA (K) ,BGA (K)

1ISUMCK),DWGTlK) ,TEST(K)/FERCK) .
~2 F6RMAT ( 15, 6F 10.~IF 16.6, F 16.6" F16. O"F611)

483 CôNT I NUE
IFeISWeî),EQ,l) GS Te_~oOO
IFCIREST,EG.l) GeTS 7000
wRI TE e ..TAPE, 52 )KRFX (K) J Fl erO ,SSSSS, SSELZ (K) IRESA (K)" BGA C K)

1 ISUMCK),DWGT(K)7000 CBNTINUE... _
CALL PL6TER C DWGTi M1 BAR)

4220 CBNrl NUE
IF ( ISW e 1) ,EQ.l) Gß iet 7013
END FILE JTAPE

7013 CeNTINUE
610 CBNTINUE

IF ( 15 W C 5 i . E Q.1) Nit; 5_ARRAY(200Il)=ARRAYCM,~l _ T
CALL PL$TA (LNe~ ARRAY;~OOJ N4, M, 0, Q/l1 FDUM, FaUN) TeUTPUT , 1= THE6RETICAL GRAVITY IN MILIGALSf T
eUTPUT ' 2~ DIFFERENC~ BETWEEN THEBRETICAL AND 8BSERVED GRAVITY' TBUTPUT f 3; BBSERVED 6RAViTY' T
eUTPUT. f 4 = ELEVAT I eN r N 10 ,5 5F METERS' T
IFC I6W(13) ,EQ'l "AND, IFIRST ,EQ,O) GeTB 1+423

999 CBNTINUE .'
STôR I NG THE VÄ~UE BF X

IF(ISW(6) ftNE.l) Gô rô 70iI
READ ( I I N;433, END?7Q 11) LNe;RHeNEW
IF(LNs,NE.99) GB Te 7611
¡REST=i
I MeD=O
RSQ= 1 l E70
De 630 K::KFXN.. M

630 SSELZ e K )~SSELZ (K) ~PDECZ (K),
C SStLl(K) is New THESUMMED VALUE BF ALL pe~YGBN ceNTRIBUTreNS
e EXCEPT THÃT ÓUE BT THE. CHANGED PART SF THE MBDEL

BUTPUT , New RECALCULA T I NG THE MeDEL us I NG NEW VAR ¡ ABLE peL ype I NT
*8 ,GS T6 799 , .
lREST is SET EQUAL TÐ ire i ND I eA TE THAT

WE ARE READ I NG AN ADD I T I eN SET SF PB 1 NTS FeR THE LAST
peL YGBN Te SEE THE EFFECT frF US I NG DIFFERENT
v AR I ABLE PeL YGôN P8 I NTs

ceNT I NUE
CALL Tee (T It'IE)
BUTPUT TÌIlt:

40L¡1
439

e

c
C

e
c
7011
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1

1

1

i
1

1
1
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1
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1
T

T

T

T

T



i ,j

260

270

280
301

3001

310

320

3202
3201

330

340
351

360
370

'+01
3002

210
220

23Q

240
250

STep. . .
SU8R9ur I NE C8MP

RR=EXXX**2+ZEEE**Z
I F(EXXX f210,2401 280
IFCZEEE)220'-2301230, --
THETB=ArAN (ZEEE/EXXX) ~3 .1415927Ge T6 301 _
THETB=A TAN (ZEEE/EXXX) +3' 1'+15927
Gt) T6 301, ..
I Fc ZEEE l250~ 260' 270
THETS= -1. 5707963
GS Te 3Öl
THETB=O,
GEt Te 301_
THErB= 1. 5707963
Gô Te 301
THETB=ATANCZEEE/EXXX) ,.' ,

IF ( I DUM- ¡) 30011'3002;3001
CHECK ~EXX*lEEE~ ZEE*EXXX
IF (CHEC~) 320,310, 320
DELl=O. ,
Ge T6 401 "
eMEGA=THETA~THET8 _
IF C BMEGA) 320ir32021 3202 _ .
IF C ôMEGA-3'1'+15927) 3301 33013'+0
IF C BMEGA+3 .1'+15927) 340;330,330
DTHEr ::8MEGA
Ge Te 370 _
IF (BMEGA) 35i, 3601 360
DTHET =SMEGA+6, 283 i 853
Gel Te 370
DTH£T=6MEGA~6 ,2831853 , .
A=CHECK/ C (EXXX-EXX) **2+ (lEEE.lEE) **2)
8~ (EXXX~EXX) *DTHET
c::o. 5*, lEE~~ZEE) *ALBG ¡ RR/~)

DELZ= A* (B+C)
SDELl=SDELl+DELl
EXX=EXXX
lEE= lEEE
R::RR
THET A:: THETa

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX II- Computer Programs, cont,inúed

WEIG2

This subroutine calcùlates the total vertical thickness

of a polygon beneath any point on the horizontal axis. It

will calculate the thickness for any arbitrary shape of

polygon subj ect to the restriction that the line segments

defining the polygon may not cross each other. This sub-

routin~ is used byTALPLOTl5 to calculate the mass per unit

area for the model.
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(

(

(

(

(

(

(

:

(

(
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(

9

14

17

18
10

11
12

20
22

14,4

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C
c

SUBROUTINE WE rG2 (XP~L;ZpeL;NVERTI X, NPTSI SUM,RHe, TEST, DSU)
TH IS! S VERB Ï eNS 2 WH I C~ ALse oeES WE I GHTEST
rHisSusReuTINE IS TB,BE USED WITH TALPun. IT çaMPuTES
THE DENS I TV CBNTR I BUT I ôN ôF A peL yoeN 8F DENS I TY RH6 .

AND ADDs THE CBNTRU I SUT r eN T8 THE SUM l
XpaL1 ZPBL' ÁRE THE (BaRD I NATES BF THE VERT ICEseFTHE peLYOeN
NVERT IS THE # SF VERT I CESI N A PBLYGBN
X is THE ceeRDINATEEAT WHiCH WE WISH THE 8M CALCYLATED.

NPTS IS THE.# SF PBINTS AT wHicH WE WISH THE SUM CALCULATED
SUM is THE ACÇUMULATEP D~NS I TY ceNTR IBUTl eN ' .
A RESTRrctreNIS THAT THE FiRST THREE ~3) PBINTS BFA PSLYNeMIA
MAY NeT HAVE THE SAME X ceeROINATE. ',THE FIRST TWB(2) MAY
BE THE SAME~ AND AFTER THE FIRST VERT i CE ANY NUMBER MAY
THE OIMENãIBN SF xpaL;~peL;. MUST BE. 3. GREATER IN 'THE MAIN
PRBGRAM THEN THE ACTUAL Ne e~ VERT X CES (NVERT) .

o I MENS i eN XPSL11), zpeC ~ 1) i xi ¡ l i Z t 1 ); WT t 1 l i SUM ( 1) INFlAG ( 10)1
lDIS(10)IS~RT(\0) ,KFLAG(10) ,TESTll) lO$U(l)
ZPBl (NVERT+l ) lZPBL (~)
ZPBL (NVERT+2) ~ZPBL (3)
ZPôL (NVERT+3) =,zpeL (4)
XPBl (NVERT+i ) ~xpeL (2)
XPSl (NVERT+2) ;XPSL (3)
XPSL (NVERT+3) ;XPBl (~)
DS 300 Ï=1INPTS
SU =0.
I NTER=.l ',.
IIfJUTa:1Q8.
NDUM=NVERT+2
JJ~3
xx=x ( n
DB 9 IQ~l;lÔ
DIS( IQ) ;:o,'c
NFLAG( IQ) =~1
IF(XX~XpeL(3)) 11'16/80
J')=2
NDUM=NVERT+l
iF(XX~XpeL(2)) 11114180
JJ= 1 .
N(JUM=NVERr
I F (X X - X P ~ L ( i )) 11 1 17~' 80
ceNT r NUE" '.

WRITECIIBGT;¡S) _
FeRMAT (' _******** F I~ST 3 VERT I CES HAVE ,EO, X ceeRD, '
CIJNT I NUE
caNT ¡ NUE
JJ=JJ+l
IF(~J.GTt~DUM ) G6 Teîoo
IF ( xx~xpeL (JJ') 1i,2012¡JAC=JJ .
1Ft xx. NE. XpeLeJJ+i )) Ge Ta 24
JJ=JJ+l
GB TEt 22

15
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(
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( oi

:i
:!
OJc

(
..
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(

(

(

(

(

(
(

(

.(

(

21

C
C

24

26

'80

90
9.2

91

'.94

96

100
C

517
C
C

C
C

C
C

145. .'
DISC INTER)::( eXPOL(J,,) ~XXp'ZPf)l"eJJlIi 1+(XX..'XP8LejJ-U )*ZpeL(J.,))

Cl ( e XPBL( JJ) ~XP6L (J~~ 1) ))
INTER ==I NTER+l
GG r6S0 _
TH I S SECT iON HANDL.ES I NTERSi-CT I eN w. t TH Å VER I CAl.
LINE eR INTERSECTIBN THRU e8EBF THE VERTICES BF THE peLYGBN
IF(XPBLeJJ+i),GT.XX) GB TO 26
IF (JJ. GE ,NOUM ) Ge Te 100_
D J s e INT E R ) = , zP e L ( J J ) + Zp e L ( J A C) ) 12 t

INTER: INiER+i
Ge Te 80 " ,
IF ,JAC.EQ~JJ) GO TB 11
D I S e INTER) :: zReL ( JAC)
NFLAG e INTER)~ INTER
INTER= I NTER+1
DIS( INTER) . =ZP9LCJJ)
NFI.AG ( I NTER) ~ INTER~i
INTER:: INTER+i
Gf) Te 1 i
ceN'T I NlJE
JJ=JJ+l
IF (JJ.GT,NDUM ) GO Te 100
IF CXpeL(JJ)~XX) 80;90,91JAC~JJ '.
IF. (XX.NE,XpeLeJJ+l) ) Ge Tß 9,+
JJ=JJ+ 1GS Te 92 . 'q
D I ~ ( INTER) = (l xx li XPBL ( Jj) ) *ipeL. (JJ-1 )+ (xpei. ( JJ~t ) -XX) *ZPBL. (JJ))

11 (XP&L (JJ~ 1) ..XPOL (JJ) )
INTER = I NTER+ 1
Ge Te 11
IF ( xpeLCJJ+l).LT,XX) Ge TB 96
D I s ( INTER) :: ~ ZpeL e JJ) +i~eL (JÄC) ) Ie.

I NTER:; I NTER+ 1
Gn Te 11
IF (JAC. EO, JJ) Get TesÔ
D I S ( I N TE R ) = z peL ( J A C )
NFLAG e I NTER): INTER
INTER:INTER+l
DIS( INTER)::zpaLeJJ)
NFLAG e INTER) ~ i NrER- i
i NTER= I NTER+i
Ge Te 80
ceNT I NUE
\'lRITE (ios..si7)
FeRMAT( 'DIs (NFLAG')

WE HAVE New LBCZTED ALL THE INTERSECTIBNS WHICH RUN DaWN THE
BODY OF A PeL YGßN AND NEVER CReSSES I N OR eUT
THE I NTERSECT I eN WILL New BE seRTED FRaN SMALL-EST TB LARGEST
INTER- INTER~i



THis CHANGES- INTER 56.THAT IT New ~ THE ~ SF INTERSECTIBNS
IF( INTER'EQ,O) Ge Ta 300

r F THERE ARE NB I NTERSECr i NS WE BYPASS THE CBPUTAT I eN
BF THE SO I STANCE
seRT FROM SMALLEST T8 CÄRGESR
Dô 112 IU=l, INTER
JJU::1
KFLAG( Iu) ~NFLAG( 1)

SBRT(IU):;I)IS(1)
De 110 ~U=-21 ¡~TER
IF(SeRT( IU) ,LE,DIS(JU)) GO TO 110
SBRT( IU)=oISeJU)
KFLAG ( I U) ::NFLAG ( JU)
JJU:=JU

110 ceNT I NUE
DIS(JJu)=ï,E70
ceNT I NUE
SUBT~O.. _ _ .
IF(SORT( 1)) 2201,2202;2202

2201 CONTINUE
DS6R:Q.
IF(SORT(2).LT,O) DseR~ŠeRT(2)
SUST= (SeRT (1 ) ~DSeR)

2202 ceNT INUE -
C WRITE (108152) INTER. .
C WRITE (10815i8)I(SDRT(rx),KFLAG(IX)l¡X~11~)

FôRMAT è ix, 13)
FBRMAT( lXIF6.~311XI 13)

THE NO ARE ALL SORTED NeW .
WE ARE New GBING T6 COMPUTE THE 81 DISTANCE

C

c
c
C

112

'"

,;
~

!:
'"
o
'"
:f 52

518
C
C

C

1-

201
202

203

204

C

221

245

146

224

M¡) I D=O
IF ( I NTER-MD I D) 999'999;202
MDID=MDID+l .'
IF(KFLAG(MDID)) 203¡2ö31221" .
sU. =su +seRT(MDIO+l)~S8RT(MDID)
I F ( K F LAG' M DID + 1 ) ) 204 R 2 04, 245 .

MDID:;MDÌD+l
GfJ T8 201

THIS HAS N8~ HANDLED THE..NeRMAN SECTIBN
IF ( KFLAG(MDID) ,NElK~LAG(MDID+l)) Ge TO 22~
sU =SU +(SeRT(MDiD+l)~S6RT(MDIO))/2.
MDID=MDID+l
08 r8 201
s U = S U +( S 8 R T ( M D r D + 3 ) .¡ S e R T ( M DiD + 2 ) ..SORT ( M DID + 1 ) ~ S 8 R T ( MD I D) )

C/2.
MDID=MDID+3
OS T8 201
IF( KFLAG(MDID+i) .NE,KFLAG(MDID+2)) GB T8 2~8
SU =SU +(SeRT(MD¡D+2)~SeRT(MDID+l)) /2,
MOID=MDID+2
Gô Ta 203
su =su + (SORT (M6 iD+2) ~SeRT (MOi D+1 ) +SBRT (~O I D+~) ..seRT (MD 10+3'21+8
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8) /2 - .
MD I D=MD I 0+4
GÔ T62Ó3

999 SUMCI)=SUMCI)+RH6*SU *100-
TEST( I) ;TEST( I) +(SU+SU8T) *267.
DSUe I ) =SU*RHB*100,

300 CeNT I NUE
RETURN
END

1:
-c
:i
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APPENDIX III- Mathèmatical Derivation

This section derives the equations' describing the position

of a horst block in msostatic equilibrium. The material of

the uplifted block is assumed to be of constant density. An

additional mass is assumed to be resting on top of the block.

The shape of the block is assumed to be symmetrical about the

middle.
1m L

L

~ ~
/, = density of block
h = density of supporting material
L = length of block at surface
X = depth of bottom of block below surface of

supporting liquid
m = mäss resting on top of block
D = 1/2 (length of block on bottom - L)

Since the block is in isostatic equilibrium, the mass of the

displaced material must equal the mass of the block + that of

the load. The following equation is obtained:

iii-i) (L+D) T l, +m= X& (L+2D) - x2n ßT /~
Solving for D we get:

III-2 ) D = L (T l, - X h) +m
Xt,(2 - X )-Tt

T



14.9

For the Venez.ue1:an Andes the distance from the 300 m

contour on one flank to the 300 m contour on the other is

75 kI. Thus a value of 75 .kI was used for L. The thickness

of the crust in the Andes 
was taken to be 29 kI. The total

mass load represented by the Andes was obtained by determin-

ing the area under the elevation curve shown on profile A

(Fig. 13) and assuming 
that the density of the material

3
wa s 2. 7 gml cm . This gave a value for m of 5.6 x I012

gm per cm of width. . The density assumed for the crustal

material (¡;) was (-2. 7 gm/cm3 and for the mantle 3.3 gm/

em 3 it.).

For profile A at the El Baul swell the IInormal" crustal

thickness was 30 kI. If the -crust thereis:5Ín isostatic

equilibrium then the value of X at the El Baul Swell is

x= x 30. = 24.5 km. In the Venezuelan Andes the

crust-mantle boundary was at a depth of 29 kI, so the value

of X there is 24.5 -(30.-29.)= 23.5 kI. Substitution of .

the following values into equation iiI-2 gives:

L=
X=

1,=
~=
m=

6
7.5 x 10 cm

62.35 x 10 cm
32 . 7 gml cm
33 . 3 gml cm '

125.6 x 10 gm/cm

and the value of D is found to be: ~

D = 44 km
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This means that if the mass excess of the Andes were

to be supported by a block of the shape shown abov~ the-1 /
angle of dip of the fault would be tan (29. 44.), or

330.
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APPENDIX'iV - ,Discussion of Error Bounds

The error bounds given for the data are not the result

of any statistical treatment of the data, and are not stan-

dard deviations or root-mean-square errors. In making

the new gravity measurements at undescribed stations the

errors wereE3stimated by first selecting stations for which t

there were available described positions (relative to some

prominent feature such as a church or stream ) and plotted

posi tions on a 1: 1,000,000 scale Shell GR series map. The

known positions relative to the prominent features were

compared with the positions of the stations as shown on the

map. The difference between the positions was found to be

less than 50 meters. It was then assumed that the error

in the plotted position of the undescribed station was also

50 meters, however the actual error could be larger. The

elevation error (the difference between the elevation of the

old station and the elevation of the new station) was kept

below 1 me'ter by only making measurements at stations where

the elevation change wi thin 50 meters of the presumed location

of the station was less than 1 meter.

Since the maximum horizontal variation of the gravity field

in this region was about 2 mgaljk, an error of 50 meters 'in
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position causes a change in, the measured value of gravity

of 0.1 mgal. The elevation error of 1 meter causes a change

of (1 m) (0.22 mgal/m) or 0.22 mgal in the gravity. (The

factor 0.22 mgal/m is the sum of the free-air and Bouguer

correction factors.) The total error causes by errors in

position and elevation is 0.3 mgal.
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